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Abstract 
IC manufacturing has been driven, almost since its inception, by the ability to pattern the 
required circuit features. Over the past forty to fifty years of IC production the industry has 
built increasingly complex exposure tools and developed techniques that have allowed circuit 
features to be produced that have dimensions significantly lower than the wavelength of the 
light used to pattern them. Exposure tool development has been market driven, with several 
large companies investing heavily in research and development to produce machines that use 
rapidly decreasing wavelengths of light while increasing the numerical aperture of their lenses. 
Development of optical techniques has been primarily driven by a combination of both 
academia and the IC manufacturers. Often the methods developed are both cost effective and 
highly innovative driving the image formation close to the physical limit. These methods have 
concentrated in two main areas: modified illumination and advanced photomasks. 
This thesis addresses the characterisation of these advanced masks. There are many 
techniques published that produce advanced masks, but this work deals with two of the 
primary ones, advanced binary masks and alternating phase-shift masks (a1tPSM). The work 
covered studies the methods of extracting the three dimensional structure of these masks and 
uses simulation to show what effect this has upon the waves propagating through them. 
To provide a production process that is robust to day to day instabilities, the mask pattern 
must be as accurate as possible because defects are typically amplified in the imaging system. 
The thesis deals with the way in which mask inspection systems image masks and the 
differences inherent between the way they observe defects and the way that these defects are 
reproduced when printed on IC patterns. This is a vitally important component of 
manufacturing as the inspection tool must be calibrated to replicate a much more complex 
and expensive exposure tool. It is shown through simulation that smaller defects at the centre 
of a space rather than at the edge result in the limits of CD tolerance being reached and that 
U 
the most sensitive position for a defect is not at the edge or centre of the space but rather at a 
position between these two. 
With imaging close to the theoretical limits, there is a non linear transfer of dimensional errors 
to the wafer. This makes it vitally important that the actual dimension on the photomask is 
known and on target. However the dimensions on these masks are below that normally 
imaged by conventional optical dimension measurement systems. The alternative used on 
wafers, that of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is not reliable on masks as they have a 
conducting surface on an insulator. This very structure does however make them suitable for 
measurement with novel electrical structures. The thesis explores the potential of this 
technique and compares its accuracy to that of conventional optical and SEM systems 
showing a 99% correlation. This novel approach to electrical measurement of the mask is 
then taken forward to explore other possible applications of electrical measurements on 
photomasks, including overlay, where accuracy with much higher resolution than optical 
verniers is demonstrated. 
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This chapter presents a brief examination of the history of microelectronics from the first 
transistors and integrated circuits to the ever increasing complexity predicted by Moore's law 
and the associated technology roadmaps. It goes on to introduce the concepts behind the use of 
microelectronic test structures for process control and characterisation. The chapter ends with a 
description of the thesis structure and the contents of the chapters that follow. 
1.1) Background 
The adoption and use of semiconductor integrated circuits has been one of the most startling of 
these developments in the past fifty years. We have gone from early work such as the work of 
Shockley to manufacture simple junctions, for resistors or diodes, to complicated three 
dimensional structures more complex than any skyscraper building. The ease of applicability of 
the functions provided by these devices has driven their success. Previous to their introduction 
some of the functions were performed by large machines that occupied entire rooms and were 
constructed from miles of cables linking racks of valves. What the introduction of semiconductor 
IC's offered was this in miniature. The valves replaced by transistors, the cables by conductive 
lines. This vast reduction in the area required for a circuit to be formed not only enabled the 
entire microelectronics industry but also set the trend for area and dimension reduction that 
drives the industry to this day. 
One of the most significant observers of this early trend was Gordon Moore of Intel who noted 
in 1965 [1] that there seemed to be a trend, that he forecast would continue, to double the 
number of devices in an IC every eighteen months. This has become known as Moore's Law. 
Since that time the IC manufacturing industry has been developing roadmaps [2] for itself in 
order to maintain this 'law'. These roadmaps started to be formalised in the early 1990's when 
the Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), a group of IC device and tool manufacturing 
companies, organised and published the first National Roadmap for Semiconductors in 1992, 
this was then updated in 1994 and 1997. A number of different geographical regions including 
Europe (EECA), Japan (EIAJ), Korea (KSIA) and Taiwan (TSIA) formed their own industry 
associations, these groups also published their own roadmaps, however in 1999 they finally all 
joined to produce and publish the first International Technical Roadmap for Semiconductors 
(ITRS). This works by having Technical Working Group's (TWG's) for each discipline (e.g. 
Lithography, Front End Processes, etc) that meet regularly on a regional basis and then once a 
year as an International TWG to finalise the roadmap for that year. Major updates are generally 
made every second year with intermediate revisions made in intervening years. The roadmap 
does not state which lithography solution should be used at each node, but instead suggests 
lithography technologies that are potential solutions. For each of these technologies it will also 
offer a guideline to the required features to be imaged at that node and their required tolerances. 
Expected requirements for major components of each technology, such as photoresist and mask 
capabilities and performance are also given. What the roadmap also does, is to attempt to 
highlights areas where problems may occur for each technology by showing where for each node 
and technology work is ongoing and solutions are known or likely, but also are unknown. One 
important side effect of the roadmap is to create a common language between competitor IC 
manufacturers who can use the nodes, dimensions and solutions suggested to talk to each other 
without disclosing proprietary information. However, it has also created an element of 
competition where many companies try to 'beat' the roadmap and therefore their competition. 
Lithography is seen very much as the 'engine room' of the industry, being the area driving the so 
called Moore's Law. In the 1980's Ion Implantation processing machines were very much the 
largest and most expensive in wafer fabrication facilities. However in the 1990's, with the 
introduction of scanner and DUV technology, lithography tool overtook the implanters in terms 
of cost. The complexity of these tools also increased greatly especially when, around the turn of 
the millennium, the features being printed became smaller than the wavelength of light being 
used to print them. Much of this technology was driven by reduction of the illumination 
wavelength from 365nm (i-line) down to 248nm (KrF) and then 193nm (ArF). Increase of 
projection lens Numerical Aperture (NA) to undreamt of levels close to the theoretical maximum 
of 1.0 also greatly contributed. The use of these two items as the primary drivers can easily be 
understood if we consider the so called Rayleigh criteria for resolution: 
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A key factor that must be considered is the effect of mask technology on the ability to image 
these small features. Two major areas must be considered: the first of these is the so-called Mask 
Error Enhancement Factor (MEEF) [3,4]. This is the name given to the non-linear transfer of 
dimension errors on the mask to the wafer. In imaging as we approach the theoretical limit, i.e. 
as k1 approaches 0.25, the errors we see on the mask are in effect amplified. In normal 
microlithographic imaging we use a 4X reduction lens, this means that any error on the mask is 
also reduced by a factor of four. However, as we approach the theoretical limit for k, the error 
may only be reduced by a factor of 2 or less, or even amplified in some cases. This effect makes 
control of the feature dimension on mask extremely important [5]. In previous technologies the 
on mask dimensions were relatively large and could easily be measured with sufficient accuracy 
and repeatability with optical tools. However as the dimensions on mask have shrunk these tools 
are no longer capable. To overcome this industry initially began to use Scanning Electron 
Microscopes (SEM's) a tool they were familiar with on wafer metrology. Unfortunately the 
nature of photomasks, that of an ungrounded metal conductor on an insulator, made this a very 
difficult method to implement successfully as well as being relatively expensive since only the 
very few leading edge masks required this technique and the tool cost of an SEM can be an order 
of magnitude larger than its optical predecessor. A large part of the work of this thesis looks at 
the use of electrical dimension measurement on the mask, at a much cheaper alternative to the 
use of SEM's. 
The second area of mask technology that has required investigation is related to the three 
dimensional nature of a mask. For situations where the Rayleigh k1 factor was relatively large, 
e.g. above 0.7, the mask could be treated as a simple infinitely thin diffraction grating. But as we 
have further reduced the k, this assumption is no longer valid and we must now take into account 
losses within the mask due primarily to scatter. To understand this we must be able to gather 
information on the three dimensional nature of the mask substrate and pattern and use this to 
estimate and understand their effects upon imaging. In this thesis we will describe the use of 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to gather much of this and how this data can be input into 
software to estimate the effect upon the final image printed. 
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One of the overriding restrictions facing mask technology is related to economics. The estimated 
size of the yearly budget spend for all lithography equipment and supplies is around $13.513, 
however of this only $3.713 is spent on mask technology [6]. The total number of masks 
produced each year is around 700,000, a figure that has remained steady for around 25 years [6]. 
Of these masks only a very small percentage, less than 1%, actually require the previously 
discussed mask metrology, however the cost of these tools is many millions of dollars and so it 
is very difficult to afford the required tools. Though this matter will not be discussed in this 
thesis, it may have a significant bearing on future technology and the work described here on 
electrical mask metrology may provide a significantly cheaper solution to maintain the economic 
balance. 
1.2) Thesis plan 
This section briefly outlines the contents of the chapters which follow. Chapter 2 reviews the 
theory behind microlithographic imaging and simulation. Chapters 3 to 4 investigate the 
methods of extracting three dimensional information from masks and how this can be used to 
simulate not only imaging but also mask defect metrology. In chapter 5 novel application of 
electrical sheet resistance and dimension measurement are explored together with other 
applications of electrical measurement. Finally, chapter 6 reviews the conclusions made in the 
previous chapters and suggests possibilities for future work. 
Chapter 2. Background. The history behind single wavelength diffraction imaging and its 
development and application in IC's is discussed, together with how Resolution Enhancement 
Technologies (RET's) have been applied. 
Chapter 3. Determining Mask Effects in Low k1 Lithography. This chapter examines how 
AFM can be used to gather three dimensional information on a mask and how this can be used to 
calculate both the amplitude and phase of a light wave that propagates through it. This data can 
then be taken and an accurate aerial image from an imaging system calculated. 
Chapter 4. Wavelength Dependant Mask Defect Inspection and Printing. One of the key 
problems in lithography is to ensure that no defects exist upon the master mask that will be 
reproduced on the IC's. This chapter deals with identifying, through simulation, what the 
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smallest allowable defect size is in Alternating Aperture Phase-Shifting Masks (aItPSM) and 
how its position relative to circuit pattern features effects this. Defect detection is normally not 
done at the actinic wavelength (the wavelength at which the mask is used for imaging) and also 
in Ix imaging systems rather than the 4x reduction stepper or scanner. The difference in how 
these defects are observed by these defect inspection tools is calculated. 
Chapter 5. Electrical Characterisation of Binary and Alternating Aperture Phase-Shifting 
Masks. The need to understand exactly what are the actual characteristics of dimension and 
position of features on the mask is becoming increasingly important. In this chapter we will deal 
with using relatively low cost electrical techniques to establish what these characteristics are. 
Chapter 6. Conclusions and Future Work. In this chapter the conclusions drawn from 
the work reported in the preceding chapters are reviewed. Suggestions for future work 
on the topics covered in this thesis are also made. 
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Chapter 2 
Microlithography Development 
2.1) Early photolithography 
2. 1. 1) Contact printing 
Patterning of IC's has been critical to the development of the microelectronics industry. The 
earliest devices were patterned using direct contact printing where the mask was in direct contact 
with the photosensitive material (photoresist) to be imaged and coherent broadband illumination 
light passed through. This is basically a practical application of Fresnel diffraction gratings [1]. 
This was used to produce features down to 2j.tm and has continued in use, mainly in labs for 
development, to this day. However this technique had two main problems: the first was damage 
to the photoresist and the second that defects easily became attached to the surface of the mask 
and would then cause pattern errors on subsequent wafers. These defects were principally from 
the chemical reaction that took place when the photosensitive polymer was exposed, but other 
sources included the environment which was much less clean than we see in labs and production 
facilities today. This technique also relied upon the mask to be correctly patterned in the first 
place. Contact printing was used for a few years until proximity printing was developed to 
overcome the damage and defect problems. 
In recent years a number of technologies have once again proposed contact printing, the first of 
these is nanoimprint lithography [2] where a master mask, which has three dimensional 
topography is brought into close proximity to a wafer. A photosensitive polymer is then 
introduced into the gap between the mask and wafer and exposed with UV light, the mask is then 
removed and the patterned polymer left. This technology has similar problems with defects and 
damage to early contact printing and the additional problem that the mask is effectively a mold, 
so the depth of each feature on the mask becomes critical as this will be reproduced on the wafer. 
However, this is a very promising technology for applications in packaging and Micro-
Mechanical Electromechanical Systems (MEMS) devices. The second application is in 
plasmonic imaging [3,4]. In this application UV sources are used to illuminate a mask which 
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includes a plasmon mask. The work to date has used silver and is very interesting but remains 
very much in the lab at present. 
2.1.2) Proximity printing 
Work in the mid 1960's introduced a gap, typically between 20 to SOpm, between the mask and 
photoresist in order to overcome the problems of damage and defects. This was known as 
proximity printing and is shown in figure 2.1. It should be considered that due to diffraction the 
resolution of proximity systems is actually inferior to that of contact printing. However the 
defect transfer problem had become so critical that this technique was readily adopted in order to 
overcome this. To help overcome the resolution problems encountered people began for the first 
time to modify the illumination, using a less coherent light source leading to actual overall 
improvements in resolution moving the technology below 2pm. 
Illumination Light 
Mask 	 _11 11 
Wafer —4 	 '—Photoresist 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of a proximity printing system. 
Proximity was replaced in around 1974 when optical scanning tools were introduced, that 
continued to use lx masks but had the wafer a considerable distance from the mask. 
2.1 .3) lx Projection Scanners 
These tools were first developed and commercialised by Perkin Elmer. To maintain the imaging 
of the time a Ix all refractive projection system was designed and adopted [5]. However to 
overcome the large size of optics that would be required to expose the whole wafer at one time 
they actually only illuminated a portion of the mask at any one time and used scanning to print 
the whole wafer as is shown in figure 2.2. This technique revolutionised the industry and is still 
in use today in many older production lines. The exposure systems sold over the years were 
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primarily developed to cope with the larger wafer sizes being utilised by the industry until the 
introduction of six inch wafers when wafer steppers overtook them in popularity. 
Ma 
Figure 2.2. lx Projection scanner projection system. 
It is worth considering two of the major developments that these tools brought to the industry 
that we continue to use to this day. The first is their scanning mechanism where only a portion of 
the mask was exposed at any one time. This was later developed into the step-and-scan systems 
we see today that will be discussed later in this chapter. The second is their application of 
wavelength selection. These tools use a Mercury arc lamp as their illumination source. These 
produced not a wide band of constant illumination but rather a series of bright peaks from 
discrete wavelengths listed in table 2.1. The majority of exposures with this type of tool did not 
use any type of wavelength filtering so all illumination wavelengths were used. However, it was 
realised that if it was possible to filter out the higher wavelengths and use only low wavelengths 
the resolution would improve [6]. This was also made easier due to the catadioptic nature of the 
lens design where chromatic aberrations can be corrected for much more easily than in refractive 
lens elements. These tools then became the workhorses for development of what became deep 
ultra-violet (DUV) lithography. 
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Line label 	 Wavelength 	 Location in the electromagnetic 
spectrum 
g-line 	 435.8nm 	 Visible 
h-line 	 404.7nm 	 Visible 
i-line 	 365nm 	 Mid-ultraviolet 
DUV 
	
	 240-255nm 	 Deep-ultraviolet (DUV) 
Table 2.1. Illumination spectrum of Mercury used in lithography. 
2.2) Reduction Photolithography 
2.2.1) Step and Repeat Reduction Lithography 
Around 1978 the first step-and-repeat systems that utilised a reduction imaging systems were 
introduced [7]. These systems revolutionised the entire industry through the introduction of two 
major concepts: the first of these is the use of a step-and-repeat stage. All previous systems had 
imaged the whole wafer, each device on the wafer having an equivalent master on the mask that 
was then reproduced. The step-and-repeater, or as it has become known stepper, used the same 
master pattern that was imaged on the wafer in what became know as an exposure field that only 
covered a small portion of the wafer. The stage on which the wafer was held then stepped to the 
next field and an exposure took place, this being repeated until the entire wafer had been 
exposed. The second concept was to use a reduction imaging system. Until all this time the 
features on the mask had to be manufactured at the same dimension as that desired on the wafer. 
Through the use of reduction imaging the features on the mask could be made much more easily 
as these could be IN or 5x larger than those on the wafer dependant upon the reduction lens 
design used. Any error on the dimensions on mask was also greatly reduced through this 
reduction. Probably the largest benefit was the tolerance created to on-mask defects. Relatively 
large defects could be tolerated on the mask as they would not be reproduced on the wafer. This 
was further strengthened through the invention of the pellicle [8], where a thin polyvinyl acetal 
film was held by a frame a defined distance away from the surface of the mask. Any defects that 
fell upon the pellicle would then be out of focus. This significant invention was also applied to 
the I x projection scanners that were still in production. 
Initially many companies developed their own steppers, including Philips [9], Thompson CSF 
[10] and IBM [11], but the first to be commercialised was by the GCA Corporation of North 
Andover, Massachusetts, USA [12]. These first GCA tools had a lens numerical aperture (NA) 
of 0.28, used g-line illumination and had a lOx reduction lens that gave an exposure field of 
10mm x 10mm. The market for these systems relatively quickly became substantial and a 
number of new companies developed and sold wafer steppers, these included Nikon and Canon 
of Japan, SVGL and Ultratech of the US and ASML of the Netherlands who commercialised the 
Philips stepper [9]. The majority of these companies quickly adopted g-line illumination and a 
5x reduction lens that combined with a five inch mask to produce an exposure field of 15mm x 
15mm. The main difference between the tools offered being in the lens NA and their ability to 
align to existing patterns on the wafer. However, most used the same basic design form shown in 
figure 2.3. 
Over the next few years one of the most significant features was the move from five inch to six 
inch masks. While keeping the 5x reduction ratio lenses were designed to increase the exposure 
field size from 15 x 15mm to 20 x 20mm and then eventually 22 x 22mm. This was driven in the 
tool through higher quality lens manufacture and better design. The outcome of this was to 
improve the throughput of the exposure tools as less fields required to be exposed on any one 
wafer. 
To satisfy the industry's need to resolve smaller and smaller features, wafer stepper technology 
developed changing down to i-line in the late 1980's and then to DUV illumination wavelengths 
in the mid 1990's, the latter initially with mercury arc lamps but then to excimer KrF lasers 
[13,14]. An interesting side note is that DUV lithography, and in particular the novel chemically 
amplified photoresists it required, were developed not on stepper technology but on Ix 







Figure 2.3. Schematic of a reduction wafer stepper. 
2.2.2) Step and Scan Technology 
In parallel to wavelength reduction the lens NA's were increasing, this put a great deal of 
pressure on lens technology from design, manufacturing and materials basis. The economics of 
this meant that even if the desired NA's of over 0.6 could be achieved the lens would be too 
expensive for IC manufacturers to buy and gain any return on investment (ROl). To overcome 
this the scanning technique utilised in lx projection systems [5], was taken and combined with 
step-and-repeat technology. The advantage this had was to reduce the size of lens required by 







Figure 2.4. Comparison of lens size for a stepper and scanner. 
The mask was then scanned in one direction above the exposure slit while the wafer below the 
projection lens was scanned in the opposite sense. After this exposure field was complete the 
wafer stage stepped to the next field and the scan process was repeated, a schematic of this 
scanning is seen in figure 2.5. These tools have become known by the moniker scanners. 
One important factor that must be discussed was the magnification and field size change that 
occurred with the introduction of scanner technology. As was discussed six inch masks were 
used in combination with 5x reduction to give 22mm fields. Scanners were introduced [17, 18, 
19] with a reduction ratio of 4x with the same six inch masks. The length of the scan is limited 
by the length area of the mask while the width of the field is limited by the lens slit width, i.e. 
the lens design and manufacturing capability. Since this time lens technology has developed and 
lens NA's increased. 
In the late 1990's development also started of a further reduction in wavelength, ArF lasers [201 
producing light at I 93.67nm were developed. These enabled development of ArF scanners 
where lens NA's have been developed above 0.9 and 65nm technology has been achieved 
[21,22]. Further to this immersion lithography has been developed where water has been put 
between the end of the projection lens and the wafer, this development has allowed lenses to 









Figure 2.5. Schematic of the scanning exposure mechanism used in state-of-the art systems. 
2.3) Resolution Enhancement Technology 
It is important to note that it has not only been through the reduction in wavelength and increase 
in NA that resolution has been enhanced in photolithography. Much of the improvement, 
especially allowing reduction in the allowable k, of the Rayleigh resolution criteria, has been due 
to what is known as Resolution Enhancement Techniques (RET's). There are many of these but 
the most common are Off-Axis Illumination (OAI), Phase-Shifting Masks (PSM) and Optical 
Proximity Correction (OPC). OPC works by either changing the dimension or shape of the mask 
structure [25] or by adding sub-resolution structures to make a feature artificially 'dense' [26]. 
These work together to provide an actual imaging solution. 
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2.3.1) Off-Axis Illumination 
In normal imaging we use three beams to create the interference that we require for imaging as 
can be seen in figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6. On axis imaging. 
However as we wish to print smaller and smaller features the +1 and -I order scattered light will 
not be gathered by the projection lens as can be seen on the left of figure 2.7. If we use non-zero 
angle incident light onto the mask (reticle) we can design this such that the 0 and +1 order 
diffracted rays can be gathered by the lens and imaging take place. This was the basic principle 
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Figure 2.7. On-axis illumination (left) with ±lt  order light not being gathered and off-axis 
illumination (right) showing 0 and +1 order light being gathered. 
Off-axis illumination was quickly adopted by the exposure tool manufacturers and implemented 
into their production systems [28, 29, 30, 31]. Initially only simple annulus and quadropole 
illuminators as provided by tool suppliers were used, however their limitations were soon 
discovered and many IC manufacturers designed customised illumination schemes to suit their 
own IC patterns such as in [32, 331. When designing these illumination schemes it is best to 
think of the entrance plane of the system as a frequency plane since we are dealing with a single 
wavelength. The frequencies can be considered analogous to the patterning features where dense 
features have a high frequency and isolated features a low frequency. As can be seen in figure 
2.8 the dense features are at the edge of the frequency plane and have relatively low intensity 
while isolated features are very intense and in the centre of the plane. In this way by knowing 
where the diffraction orders of the pattern of interest fall, we can select these by having openings 
allowing this light through and prevent any interference from other frequencies where higher (or 
lower) intensity light my not allow interference to occur or may swamp the frequencies of 
interest. 
Figure 2.8. Frequency plane for a diffraction limited single wavelength imaging system. 
2.3.2) Phase-Shifting Masks 
The basic concept behind phase-shifting masks was first suggested by Levenson et al in 1982 
[34]. With conventional binary (chrome on quartz) mask the light transmitted through the mask 
will produce a wavefront at the wafer that, as the imaging system approaches its limit, does not 
return to zero as can be seen in figure 2.9. If the intensity of the aerial image is considered, 
which is the square of the amplitude of the wavefront, it can be seen that some light appears in 
the area where a dark area should be. In the case of an alternating aperture phase-shifting mask 
(altPSM) however the direction of the wavefront through the shifted space is in the opposite 
sense to that of the unshifted space and has an area where the amplitude of the wavefront is zero 
as can be seen in figure 2.10. The aerial image of this then has an area of zero intensity. To 
produce a symmetrical aerial image it is important that the depth of the trench (d) in the shifted 
space is half an optical wavelength, this is obtained from: 
d =212(n - 1) 
where A. is the illumination wavelength and n the refractive index of the glass material. 
It is important to consider the slope of the aerial images produced from the binary and altPSM 
masks. The photoresist will sample the aerial image at a certain threshold, the steeper the slope 
of the aerial image the higher the contrast of the image that is being replicated and so the more 
certainty there will be of an accurate dimension being obtained. The edges of process window 
are generally defined by the points where the contrast of the image is sufficiently poor that the 
resist can no longer accurately replicate the aerial image, this is generally in the defocus 
condition. By creating the dark area and providing steeper sloped aerial image, the process 
window can be extended with aItPSM masks, in many cases creating a manufacturable process, 
as much more defocus can be tolerated. However, the depth of the shifted space must be tightly 
controlled otherwise the propagated wavefront from the shifted space will not be one hundred 
and eighty degrees out of phase and so the slope of the aerial image will be compromised. 
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Figure 2.9. Wavefront propagation through an imaging system using a binary mask. 
2.4) Conclusions 
The development of photolithographic exposure tools for manufacturing of IC patterns has been 
highly successful over the past almost fifty years. During this time the features being printed 
have decreased in size from around 200j.tm, about four hundred times larger than the wavelength 
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of light being used to image them, to today's technology where features of around 50nm are 
being imaged using 193nm light. In this time there have been many advances in the exposure 
tools being used, where technology has advanced from simple contact printing to extremely 
complicated reduction systems where immersion is used to create systems with NA's larger than 
1.0. It is important to bear in mind that the primary reason for the move to reduction systems was 
to help overcome the problems inherent in making high quality defect free masks. The fact that 
the reduction ratio also allowed more accurate feature replication, through minimising the effect 
of dimension errors on mask, should also not be taken lightly. 
Today's technology has reached the level where, despite the reduction ratio's used, mask errors 
are being replicated and even magnified on mask. [35, 36]. When this is combined with new 
requirements for characterisation of the topography of a mask, the critical nature of mask as part 
of the imaging system can be understood. It is this requirement that has driven the research that 
is presented in this thesis. 
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Figure 2.10. Wavefront propagation through an imaging system using an aItPSM mask. 
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Chapter 3 
Determining Mask Effects in Low k1 
Lithography 
3.1) Introduction 
In order to work in the region where the k, of the Rayleigh criteria is below 0.5 a number of 
advanced imaging techniques must be used, the most significant and widely used of these being 
phase-shift masks (PSM). Initial work with alternating aperture phase-shift masks (aItPSM) 
revealed many unexpected results that could not be fully explained through existing 
understanding of lithography. Further investigation revealed that the mask may no longer be 
treated as a planar two dimensional surface and it is necessary to model the topography with a 
more rigorous approach involving the solution of Maxwell's equations at the mask, in order to 
explain the observed effects. 
3.2) Mask Topography 
Classically alternating aperture phase-shift masks have been considered to be fairly discreet 
structures with perpendicular sidewalls and right-angled corners. However, as is known from the 
production of IC's, drawings do not often resemble reality; this also is the case with masks. To 
try and provide models that would give a good representation of actual masks, an alternating 
aperture phase-shift mask built by a commercial mask supplier for a 248nm 4x reduction scanner 
was examined. The mask was built using the 00/1800  phase differential technique with the trench 
for the 1800  achieved in an Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) system. The mask then received a wet etch 
to reduce the effects of scattering from corners previously reported by a number of researchers 
[1, 21. In order to examine the mask structure in a non-destructive manner that would still allow 
its use for lithography after investigation atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used. There are a 
number of commercial tools available to do this; in this case the tool used was a Veeco with a 
0.18tm 'boot' tip [3]. This 'boot' tip on the Veeco tool has a flared end, allowing information to 
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be gathered on the profile of the mask to build an accurate picture of the wall angles and any 
undercuts. However it is not possible to measure any undercut between chrome and quartz but 
accurate measurement of the actual depth of each trench in the patterned area is achieved. This 
information is important as it is normal to assess the achieved phase through measurement of a 
metrology structure on the mask. This structure is limited to a minimum dimension of 2itm  on 
mask which only represents structure of 0.5pm on wafer compared to the 0.1 tm features of 
interest (given a 4x magnification system.) It is known from wafer processing that the difference 
in topography from 2m features to 0.4tm features can be great, so it becomes important to be 
able to look at the individual features in order to establish the depth and profiles achieved in 
each. 
chrome 	 ht 
	 air 
glass 
Figure 3.1. Pixelated representation of altPSM mask for EMF simulation 
To build model masks a series of measurements from scan plots of the mask were taken. 
This data was then used to build masks that could then be fed into a 2D electro-magnetic 
field simulator. These model masks were built to reflect not only the depths obtained from 
the AFM plots but also the wall angles observed. The mask simulation files were built in a 
number of very small 'slices' which were then layered one on top of the other to construct a 
representation of the mask. This gave a pixelated staircase edge to the features, rather than 
the smooth rounded edge present on the actual mask. Each slice has a defined thickness 
and refractive index (real and imaginary parts.) The steps that represented a sloping wall 
were considerably greater than the increment size for each step in the simulation. An 
example of a mask is shown in figure 3.1. where the white area at the bottom represents the 
quartz, the grey area the chrome and the black cross area the vacuum. Once the masks had 
been built they were input to a commercially available, two-dimensional electro-magnetic 
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field simulator, ProMAX/2D, developed and sold by FINLE Technologies. This software 
uses a Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) technique solve Maxwell's equations for 
each pixel of the mask, this then produces a 'greyscale' output where the intensity and 
phase are calculated and data taken for a position in the near field just below the mask. 
This result was then taken and used in a commercially available lithography simulator, 
PROLITH/3D. The resultant aerial image was calculated. This was then further extended 
and the post-develop photoresist image calculated through simulation. 
aItPSM Trench Depth vs Space 
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Figure 3.2. Phase trench depth vs space for 140nm nominal features. 
3.3) Mask Data 
The mask studied had various different structures on it, but this study concentrates on a matrix of 
structures based upon a nominal 1X dimension of 140nm. For this linewidth a number of 
different pitches were studied from 280nm out to 2140nm. A 400nm pitch where the line/space 
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nominal 140nm features is graphed and shown in figure 3.2. This data does not show a clear 
relationship between the measured trench depth and the space between the I40nm features. 
However, if we look at figure 3.3 this shows the same data with the most isolated pitch (2140nm, 
a 1:10 duty cycle) removed. A clear trend can be seen where the smaller spaces between the 
140nm features have a deeper phase trench. A trend similar to this was previously observed by 
other researchers where it was explained by inverse reactive ion etch lag [4]. In this case the 
trend seems to have a fairly good linear fit. Further study of the mask at a 400nm pitch with 
varying line/space ratios showed no clear relationship between the space adjacent to the line and 
the trench depth. However the data from the 140nm features and the scatter evident here 
indicates that more investigation is required. 
aItPSM Trench Depth vs Space 
for 140nm Features 
Space (nm) 
Figure 3.3. Phase trench depth vs space for 140nm nominal features for the densest duty cycles. 
3.3.1) Mask Simulation 
Each of the structures from the I 4Onm nominal features had a soft mask file built to represent 
the measured depths and profiles. These were then simulated with ProMAX/213 and the resultant 
W. 
greyscale masks calculated. Masks were also built with the same achieved trench depth but with 
perpendicular chrome and quartz sidewalls as opposed to the rounded sidewalls on the real mask, 
to aid in de-coupling the effect of the rounding from the isotropic etch. For the purposes of this 
study only the E-polarised waves were considered with an incident angle of 0°. Preliminary 
work has also shown that the H-polarised waves have a much lesser effect upon the resultant 
aerial image; if a full rigorous solution is to be pursued, however, these assumptions could not be 
made. 
The greyscale masks from the mask simulation were taken and fed into PROLITI-l/313 to 
calculate aerial images for pre-defined stepper conditions of 0.6NA lens, and 0.30cy. These 
calculated aerial images were then used to calculate the effective phase error against the 180 1 
target [5]. The phase errors for the actual masks and those with perpendicular sidewalls are 
shown in figure 3.4. As can be seen it is not clear whether the wet etch has any effect upon the 
magnitude of the phase error, but for the densest pitches on this mask the errors are considerably 
lower than those on the equivalent model mask. 
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Figure 3.4. Calculated phase error in degrees for the mask measured by AFM and a model mask 
with the same trench depth but perpendicular sidewalls. 
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The imbalance in intensity between the shifted and unshifted areas, expressed as a percentage of 
the peak intensity, was also calculated for both the mask measured by AFM and the modeled 
mask with perpendicular sidewalls, giving the results shown in figure 3.5. The data shows that 
the intensity differential follows a linear relationship against pitch for both masks. However, the 
intensity imbalance is considerably higher for the rounded mask that has received the isotropic 
wet etch. 
Calculated Shifted/Unshifted Intensity 
Difference for AFM Measured Mask and 
Modeled Perpendicular Mask 
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Figure 3.5. Calculated intensity imbalance expressed as a percentage of peak intensity for the 
mask measured by AFM and a model mask with the same trench depth but perpendicular 
sidewalls. 
3.4) Lithography Simulation 
The photoresist image formation was also simulated from the greyscale masks and aerial image 
calculations previously mentioned. The process used was: 62nm of anti-reflective coating (ARC) 
and 400nm of DUV resist. The ARC and resist models were developed at International 
SEMATECU from chemical and lithographic analysis of existing processes and the methodology 
used to produce these models has been published previously [6]. Each mask was simulated and 









DOF is one of the most important parameters considered by the lithographer. Optical lithography 
systems do not have at all times perfectly flat exposure planes at the optimum focus, as such 
some tolerance to these defocus errors must be available. The best estimation of this comes from 
the DOF criterial developed by Lord Rayleigh of: 
DOF= k2 
NA  
where k2 is a process related coefficient, A. the illumination wavelength and NA the numerical 
aperture of the system. A summary of the results is given in table 3.1. 
AFM Measured Mask 
Pitch (nm) 280 300 340 360 380 420 
Phase Error (deg) 0.74 -2.31 -2.33 6.10 -2.21 5.56 
Intensity Imbalance 
(%) 
30.58 31.49 25.81 24.79 17.51 14.05 
DOFQtm) 1.20 1.30 1.35 1.15 1.20 1.25 
Modelled Perpendicular Mask 
Pitch (nm) 280 300 340 360 380 420 
Phase Error (deg) -6.61 -4.79 1.28 -3.70 -0.93 1.36 
Intensity Imbalance 
(%) 
15.90 7.26 20.13 6.81 6.49 2.21 
DOF (gm) 0.80 0.95 1.25 1.25 1.60 1.65 
Table 3.1. Summary of phase error, intensity imbalance and DOF for the measured and modeled 
masks 
As can be seen from the table, the DOF is predominantly driven by the phase error, this is 
strongly shown in the case of the densest pitches for the measured mask where, despite an image 
intensity imbalance considerably stronger than the modeled mask, the DOF is larger. 
The image placement was also studied at nominal best focus to study the effect of the aerial 
image intensity imbalance; results from this are shown in table 3.2. This data indicates that the 
image placement is primarily driven by the intensity imbalance. 
AFM Measured Mask 
Pitch(nm) 280 300 340 360 380 420 
Intensity Imbalance 30.58 31.49 25.81 24.79 17.51 14.05 
(%) 
Image Placement 31 31 26 25 18 14 
Error (nm) 
Modeled Perpendicular Mask 
Pitch (nm) 280 300 340 360 380 420 
Intensity Imbalance 15.90 7.26 20.13 6.81 6.49 2.21 
(%) 
Image Placement 16 7 20 7 6 2 
Error (nm) 
Table 3.2. Summary of image placement error and intensity imbalance for the measured and 
modeled masks 
3.5) Conclusions 
AFM was used to extract information on the actual topography, depth and profile, observed on 
an alternating aperture phase-shift mask. The depth of the phase trench seemed to be related to 
the space adjacent to the feature being studied, an effect explained by RIE lag. This relationship 
between mask space and trench depth warrants more in depth investigation. EMF and 
conventional lithography simulation were used to calculate the effects of this mask topography 
upon the phase and intensity of the resultant aerial images. For the mask studied there was little 
effect upon the magnitude of the phase error from the rounding of the mask by the isotropic etch 
whilst the same technique appears to worsen intensity imbalance. When simulation of 
photoresist images is made the depth of focus was primarily driven by the phase error not 
intensity imbalance whilst the image placement error is governed by image intensity imbalance 
between shifted and unshifted areas. The data obtained here showing the effects of mask pattern 
(line/space size) upon phase trench depth indicates that the method of fabricating the mask, 
especially the types of etch used, requires to be quantified in order to determine if the observed 
difference in trench depth can be eliminated through process enhancements. If this effect cannot 
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be eliminated it may result in the present subtractive method of manufacturing alternating phase-
shift masks becoming to complex and expensive for use in manufacturing. 
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Chapter 4 
Wavelength Dependant Mask Defect Inspection 
and Printing. 
4.1) Introduction 
To successfully inspect a mask there are two major factors to consider: what types and 
dimensions of defects are critical and is the inspection tool capable of detection. Establishing the 
size of defect to be detected is very difficult, as these defects are at or around the limits of mask 
lithography and processing, making controlled production for testing very difficult. To overcome 
this it is possible to use simulation to predict the effects upon the desired image of the defects 
under study. The majority of lithography simulators use approximations to produce an aerial 
image from an altPSM [I]. These approximations do not take into account the losses that occur 
from scatter in the mask, and therefore produce aerial images with equal intensity between the 
shifted and unshifted spaces. To produce a more accurate simulation, which takes into account 
losses in the mask substrate, we must accurately establish the amplitude and phase of the light 
from both of these regions. To do this it is possible to utilise electro-magnetic field simulation 
(EM F) to establish a more accurate picture of the light that has propagated through the mask. 
Fortunately much work has been completed in this field and today a number of simulators have 
been developed that can be used to calculate this [2,3]. In this chapter one such simulator, 
TEMPEST, has been used to complete these calculations. However, judging whether the tool is 
capable remains very much an empirical process. It will be shown in this chapter that it is 
possible to simulate lx inspection systems, both actinic and non-actinic, and the type of aerial 
image a transmission inspection on these tools may produce. For the purpose of this study only 
idealized square defects in the shifted space were studied, other defect cases, such as different 
shapes or breaks in chrome features, may give differing results. 
4.2) Mask defect printing simulation 
The EMF simulations used in this chapter were calculated using the TEMPEST simulator 
originally developed at UC Berkeley [2]. The input files for this, as well as the aerial images 
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from the propagated waves, were produced using the Interplay and Aerial products from 
Panoramic Technologies. The dimensions were obtained using some in-house programs written 
in MATLAB. 
Firstly it is important to establish the defect free process window, so then the effect of the defect 
under study may be confirmed. The defect free aerial images produced were analysed and the 
threshold giving the desired feature dimension obtained. Once the aerial images in the defect 
cases were calculated, this threshold was used to give the dimension for each case. 
To represent the I30nm technology node a mask with a 90nm line and 170nm space was 
simulated, (in all cases in this chapter the dimensions quoted are the lx, i.e. on wafer dimensions, 
the only exception being the defect dimensions, which are on mask dimensions.) For this node 
the case chosen was a 248nm 4x exposure tool with a NA of 0.75 and partial coherence (ci) of 
0.3. For the IOOnm node a mask with a 70nm line and 130nm space was used, imaged in a 
193nm 4x scanner with a NA of 0.78 and partial coherence of 0.3. These exposure tools are 
examples of the types used at these nodes. Simulations using this 193nm tool were also run 
using a 70nm line with 350nm space, and SOnm line with 350nm space. The defects studied were 
idealised square defects placed in the shifted space. For the 90nm line/I 7Onm space and 70nm 
line/I 30nm space cases the defect was placed either in the centre or edge of the shifted space. 
For the 70nm line/350nm space and SOnm line/350nm space the defect size was fixed and its 
position within the shifted space varied. 
4.2.1) Defect size 
Figure 4.1 shows the defect free process window for the I 3Onm case to be 0.3.tm and 0.25tm 
for the lOOnm case (in the figure only one side of focus is shown). The critical dimension (CD) 
of the 1 3Onm node and I OOnm node with defect cases is shown in figure 4.2. For each node the 
CD has been calculated at best focus and at the defocus value at the edge of the defect free 
process window. It is interesting to note that the actual printing of the defect does not set the 
process window, it is the disturbance of the aerial image and the change in CD (a CD tolerance 
of ±10% has been allowed,) that defines the critical defect size. In the 130nm node case centre 
defects are tolerable up to I 4Onm. For edge defects it was greater than this; in both cases the 
defects are more critical at best focus than at defocus. At the I OOnm node the centre defects of 
I OOnm and greater result in more than 10% CD variation as do edge defects of I SOnm or greater. 
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Again best focus is more sensitive than defocus. For both node cases, the defocused aerial image 
is more tolerant of the defects, this is likely due to the fact that in these features the CD is 
smaller when defocused, so when the aerial image is broadened by the defect it has more margin 
until it exceeds' the maximum allowable CD. 
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Figure 4.1. CD vs. defocus for the I 3Onm node case (top) and I OOnm node case (bottom). Both 
are for the defect free cases. 
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Figure 4.2. CD vs defect size for the 130nm node case (top) and lOOnm node case (bottom). 
Defects in the centre and at the edge of the shifted space are shown at best focus and at defocus 
values equating to the edge of the defect free process window. 
4.2.2) Defect position 
To study the effect of the defect position a number of simulations were run where the defect 
dimension was held constant but its position within the shifted space varied. This work was 
completed for one of the semi-dense cases already used and more isolated cases. Three features 
were used: 70nm line with 130nm space (the defect being 130nm), 70nm line with a 350nm 
space (the defect being 130nm,) and 50nm line with a 350nm space (the defect being lOOnm.) 
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For all, the imaging system was the 4x 193nm scanner, 0.78NA and 0.30. Figure 4.3 shows the 
CD vs position of the defect edge from the edge of the shifted space. The semi-dense cases 
studied earlier showed that a defect in the centre of the shifted space had much more effect than 
one at the edge. The top plot in figure 4.3 shows that the effect of the defect in the semi-dense 
case (70nm line/i 3Onm space) is again much greater in the centre, but the maximum effect is 
when the defect is mid-way between the edge and centre. In the 70nm line/350nm space, the 
defect has the largest effect upon the feature dimension when it is —35nm from the edge of the 
chrome feature as can be seen in the middle plot of figure 4.3. By the time the defect is —105nm 
away in the best focus case the CD variation is less than 10%. For the defocus case the defect 
must be more than I 75nm away before the CD variation is below 10%. When the linewidth is 
reduced to 50nm the I OOnm defect causes the largest CD variation when —70nm from the edge, 
this can be seen in the right plot in figure 3. At best focus this defect must be more than I40nm 
from the edge for a variation below iO%, however when defocused this increases to greater than 
l7Snm. 
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Figure 4.3. CD vs position from edge of the shifted space for a 130nm defect with 70nm 
line/I 30nm space (top), I30nm defect with 70nm line/350nm space (centre) and a lOOnm defect 
with a 50nm Iine/350nm space (bottom). The imaging tool simulated was 4x 193nm, 0.78NA, 
0.3a. 
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Examination of the CD variation versus defocus for the defect free isolated structure situations, 
with these Iinewidths, is shown in figure 4.4. These plots indicate that as the defocus increases 
so does the CD, this is the opposite of the previously studies cases shown in figure 4.1. In the 
case of more isolated features such as this, the defects actually have more effect upon the CD as 
they broaden further an already widening aerial image. 
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Figure 4.4. CD vs. defocus for the 70nm line/350nm space case (top) and 50nm line/350nm 
space case (bottom) imaged with 4x I 93nm, 0.78NA, 0.3a. Both are for the defect free cases. 
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4.3) Defect inspection 
4.3.1) Defect inspection methodology 
Many of the mask inspection systems used today are optically very different from the exposure 
tools the masks are used in. While they may use transmission, as is used for exposure, they may 
also add to this a reflected inspection. Another major difference is they tend to be lx imaging 
tools, whereas the exposure tools are in the main 4x reduction systems. Simulation of a lx 
imaging system compared to a 4x system is complicated by the many more diffraction orders 
gathered in the lx system. To compensate for this it is no longer possible to simply take zero 
angle incident waves but non-perpendicular incident waves must be included [4]. The relative 
source positions of these should be calculated to take into consideration not only the wavelength 
being used but also the lens NA and the domain being studied. 
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Figure 4.5. Aerial image from lx imaging systems with 0.7NA for a 257nrn source (top) and 
193nm source (bottom) on a mask with 70nm line/130nm space and a lOOnm defect in the 
middle of the shifted space 
4.3.2) Results of size, position and wavelength dependence 
Actual inspections of photomasks is further complicated by the use of non-actinic wavelengths. 
Some of the latest tools use solid-state sources emitting at 257nm [5]. Considering a 
transmissive imaging system, the aerial image produced by this has been calculated. assuming an 
NA of 0.7, partial coherence of 0.99 and the relevant incident orders of light (from the planes of 
incidence being restricted by periodicity). The aerial images for a 257nm system and 193nm 
illuminated system, for the 70nm line/I 3Onm space, with lOOnm centre defect are shown in 
figure 4.5. The figure shows a view of the aerial image intensity to the left and a cross section 
through the defect on the right. As can be seen the aerial image is not greatly disturbed by the 
defect in the 257nm system (top) but is much more greatly disturbed in the 193nm illuminated 
system. 
Simulations were also made for the 70nmline/I 30nm space case with a I SOnm defect at the edge 
of the shifted space. The optical systems were assumed to be the same and the aerial images are 
shown in figure 4.6. For the 257nm system the edge defect causes a much greater disturbance in 
the aerial image than for the centre defect, though again the I 93nm illuminated system is more 
greatly effected. 
To further explore the capability of the transmissive inspection systems simulations were run for 
both illumination wavelengths using higher NA lens settings. Figure 4.7 shows the aerial images 
for 70nm line/130nm space with lOOnm centre defect for tools with 257nm source (top) and 
I 93nm source (bottom). The left-hand plot shows a NA of 0.8 and the right hand a NA of 0.9 in 
each wavelength. It can be seen for the 257nm tool that increasing the NA to 0.9 does make the 
aerial image at the defect more prominent, however when compared to the I 93nm source the 
difference is still significantly less. 
One possible way to enhance the capability of the 257nm illuminated inspection system is to 
modify its imaging conditions. Figure 4.8 shows a 257nm 0.7NA inspection of the 70nm 
line/] 30nm space pattern with a I OOnm defect in the centre of the shifted space. The left plot 
shows the effect of varying focus for a coherence of 0.99g. The right variation of coherence for 
a focus of 0.0tm. It can be seen that changing focus to a setting of +0.4pm increases the 
differential in the aerial image intensity for the position with defect, as does decreasing 
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coherence to 0.3. The change in coherence seems to be the stronger of these two factors. A 
combination of these is shown in figure 4.9 where focus is varied for a coherence of 0.3cr. Once 
again a defocus of +0.4prn gives the largest differential in aerial image intensity. 
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Figure 4.6. Aerial image from lx imaging systems with 0.7NA for a 257nm source (top) and 
I 93nm source (bottom) on a mask with 70nm line/] 30nm space and a I 5Onm defect at the edge 
of the shifted space. 
4.4) Conclusions 
The dimensions of the defects calculated in this work can be compared to the ITRS roadmap, a 
summary of which is shown in table 4.1. The roadmap calls for a defect limit of IOOnm at the 
1 3Onm technology node, the work here indicated that defects up to I 4Onm were tolerable for the 
case studied here. At the I OOnm technology node the ITRS value is 80nm, this compares to 
I OOnm derived here. It should be noted that the cases studied here in no way cover all of the 
potentials for these nodes so it is possible that more sensitive cases exist. The aerial image has 
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not been coupled into the resist in these studies, this may also heighten the effects. Simulation 
studies show that smaller defects at the centre of a shifted space rather than at the edge result in 
the limits of CD tolerance being reached. In semi-dense patterns the defects have greater effect 
at best focus than at the edge of the focus window, whereas in more isolated cases the defects 
have greater effect at defocus. The most sensitive position for a defect is not at the edge or centre 
of the shifted space but rather at a position between these two. 
The lx inspection simulations indicate that actinic inspection is significantly more sensitive than 
non-actinic inspection. This is especially evident in the case of defects in the centre of the shifted 
space where the difference in aerial image intensity between with defect and defect free 
positions is difficult to detect. For defects at the edge of a shifted space the non-actinic 
inspection appears to be more likely to detect these features than for a centre defect. The 
sensitivity of non-actinic inspection can be improved by increasing the NA of the inspection 
system, changing the coherence and using defocus. 
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Figure 4.7. Aerial image from lx imaging systems with a 257nm source (top) and 19311111 source 
(bottom) on a mask with 70nm line/130nm space and a 150nm defect at the edge of the shifted 
space. For each wavelength the left-hand plot shows a NA of 0.8 and the right hand a NA of 0.9. 
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Figure 4.8. Aerial image from lx imaging systems with a 257nm source on a mask with 70nm 
line/I3Onm space and a IOOnm defect in the centre of the shifted space. The left plot shows 
focus varied for a 0.99a coherence, the right coherence varied for a focus of O.Oim. 
NA -0.7 Sa = 03 
Figure 4.9. Aerial image from lx imaging systems with a 257nm source on a mask with 70nm 
line/] 30nm space and a I OOnm defect in the centre of the shifted space. The plot shows focus 
varied for a 0.3G coherence. 
Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2007 2010 2013 
TECHNOLOGY 
NODE 
130nm 90nm 65nm 45nm 33nm 
Mask minimum 
image size 
360 320 280 240 180 128 92 
Defect size 104 92 80 72 52 36 26 
Fable 4.1. Summary ofallowable mask detect size from the I -FRS roiiJmp. 20() iipdtc. 
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Chapter 5 
Electrical Characterisation of Binary and 
Alternating Aperture Phase-Shifting Masks 
5.1) Introduction 
Advanced masks are routinely being used today to produce very small features that drive our 
requirements for ever faster and lower power chips. These masks obviously also require very 
small features to be clearly patterned and are consequently difficult and expensive to 
manufacture. Hence, an accurate and robust capability to test and characterise the mask making 
process is very important. However, as device manufacturers know, small dimensions are not 
easy to accurately measure using conventional optical measurement tools. As a result tools such 
as SEMs are employed to achieve the resolution and accuracy required. These tools are 
prohibitively expensive and also come with technical problems. One of the major issues with 
mask metrology is the industry wishes to measure conductive features (chrome) on an insulating 
base (glass). This situation is bearable on silicon where the substrate is semi-conductive but 
exceedingly difficult to deal with on photomasks. This chapter examines the issues involved in 
the use of relatively low cost Electrical Critical Dimension (ECD) measurement of mask features. 
This technique has the twin advantages that it requires relatively low cost equipment and 
actually requires a patterned conductor on an insulator. Further, it will look at the application of 
electrical measurement into alignment measurement. To date mask makers have only had to 
roughly centre the circuit pattern on the glass as it was a single writing layer. Phase-shifting 
masks generally require a second layer to be written aligned to the first, normally at tolerances 
under lOOnm. In this work a new test structure has been developed to measure the alignment 
between the chrome blocking features and the phase shifting regions etched into the quartz 
substrate (for the phase shift etch the chrome acts as a self-aligned mask for the open glass areas, 
hence the term chrome blocker). Results are presented, obtained from state-of-the-art masks 
fabricated in a commercial mask shop, which demonstrate the capability effectiveness of the test 
structure when used in a progressional offset array. 
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5.2) Electrical linewidth dimension test structures 
To electrically test dimensions a crossbridge linewidth structure [1] on a 4x mask was chosen for 
use on a Nikon step and scan DUV system. The crossbridge structure consists of two different 
sections. The first is a Greek cross [2] which is a type of van der Pauw, sheet resistance (R s) 
measurement structure [3,4]. The second part is a bridge structure which is used, in conjunction 
with the value of sheet resistance obtained from the Greek cross, to extract the electrical 
linewidth [5]. 
Cross-bridge test structures, which have been used to investigate metal damascene interconnect 
processes [6], were used as the basis for the on mask patterns. These could be used directly for 
the binary patterns but some adaptation was required for the aItPSM patterns. In the "dense" test 
structures the electrically measured line is surrounded by floating lines and phase shifting 
regions and is illustrated in Figure 5.1 [7]. 
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Fig. 5.1. Section of PSM test structure layout. The black areas are the chrome features while the 
shaded areas are regions of 1800  phase shill. This is a structure with a linewidth of I 5tm and a 
line to space ratio of 1:1. 
5.3) Application of test structures to a mask 
The test structure layout contains test structures with on mask linewidths of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 
0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1 .5jim. Bridge structures with line to space ratios of 1:1, 1:1.5, 1:2, 1:3, 
1:5 and 1:10 were designed for each of the feature sizes. There are two sets of dense structures 
with different arrangements of the dummy lines around the Greek cross. In the first set the 
floating lines follow the shape of the cross, and these will be referred to as "L-Type" structures. 
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In the second set the unmeasured lines run up to the vertical contact arms of the cross and stop 
short as they do in the bridge section of the structure. This set will be referred to as 1-Type" test 
structures. Both of these types are shown in figure 5.2. 
oIlIl''' 
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Fig. 5.2. Layout of the L-type (left) and I-type (right) Greek cross structures. 
The module layout was a 14 x 10 array of test structures with probe pads which could be probed 
using a standard 2 x n probe card. This included two isolated linewidth structures for each 
feature size. Two modules were produced: one with pads sized for on-mask probing and one 
where the probe pads are scaled so that when the structures are printed using a 4x exposure tool 
the pads will be the same size as those designed for on-mask measurement. The layout with the 
large pads was repeated three times on the mask, once with the phase shifting elements removed 
to give binary structures. The version with the small pads for on-mask testing was repeated 
twenty four times, in three blocks of eight, where one set contains binary structures. A picture of 
the mask can be seen in figure 5.3 along with a close-up of the layout for on-mask probing. 
The chrome layer on the mask was written on a variable shaped e-beam tool [8]. The phase-
shifting layer on a laser based optical tool. Phase etch was performed using an ICP etch tool. The 
phase-shifting layer was designed with an overlap of 200nm over the chrome features. 
The SEM used to measure the mask was a modified Hitachi S-7080. The wafers were measured 
on a Hitachi S-8840 SEM. Electrical measurements from both automated and manual probe 
stations were measured using an HP-414513, HP 4062B and Solatron microvoltmeter. 
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The wafer exposures were performed using a Nikon S-204B step and scan tool with an NA of 
0.68 and partial coherence of 0.4. The wafers were coated in 400nnm of Shipley UV2 10 resist 
and developed in 0.26N developer on a DNS 200B track interfaced to the exposure tool. 
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Fig. 5.3. Photograph of the actual phase shifting mask with a close up view of the layout of one 
of the sets of on-mask test structures. 
5.4) Linewidth measurements 
5.4.1) Electrical Iinewidth measurements 
The Anti-Reflective (AR) coating of chromium oxide on the mask presented a challenge when 
electrically probing the devices [9]. Initial attempts to use a standard 2 x 4 probe card designed 
to probe aluminium pads were unable to make reliable electrical contact because the AR coating 
was too hard for the probe tips to penetrate. However, it was found that steerable probes on a 
manual probe station were able to pierce the AR coating and contact the underlying chromium. It 
should be noted that considerable force was required to make contact but no scratching of the 
pads was observed. Sheet resistance measurements were made on the Greek cross section of one 
of the isolated binary I .5 p.m structures. The measurements were very noisy partly because the 
potentials were being measured using Source Monitor Units (SMUs) which did not have a high 
enough resolution for low voltages. The repeatability was significantly improved by using higher 
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Fig. 5.4. Results of Kelvin measurements made on a chrome Greek cross structure as the force 
current was swept from I pA to I mA. 
One interesting result was that although the repeatability at low currents was quite poor, a large 
number of measurements at a set force current typically resulted in almost the same mean value. 
Sets of 200 measurements were made over a short space of time at five force currents ranging 
from I OtA to I mA. The mean values and standard deviations of sheet resistance calculated for 
each current setting are plotted in figure 5.5. 
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Fig. 5.5. Mean and standard deviation of sheet resistance versus force current for a chrome 
Greek cross structure. 
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The results indicate that although the repeatability of the measurement improves with higher 
force currents these high currents do not appear to lead to joule heating and a change in 
resistance. As the repeatability of the measurement is almost the same at 500p.A and I mA it was 
decided that the lower current should be used in any further measurements as a precaution 
against damaging the structure under test. The measured sheet resistance of 24.1 3Wo is similar 
to a reported value of 19.4 c2Io for chrome without an AR coating [9]. 
The chromium oxide AR coating was then removed by a very short etch in an aqueous solution 
of ceric ammonium nitrate and acetic acid. This meant that a test system using a probe card and 
semi-automatic probe station could then be used. This system used a voltmeter with a higher 
resolution which provided more repeatable and precise measurements. 
Next, one complete set of structures (see figure 5.3) from the binary section and one from the 
phase shifted region were measured using the higher resolution system and the semi-automatic 
probe station. The sheet resistance results obtained from the dense I and L-type test structures 
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Fig. 5.6. Mean values of Rs against feature size for dense chrome Greek cross structures. 
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Ideally sheet resistance (R,) should be insensitive to feature size and the variation for structures 
with a nominal width of more than 0.7j.tm is small. For example, the difference between the 
mean sheet resistance extracted from the phase shifted 1-type structures with a cross arm width 
of 0.7tm and those that are 1.5tm wide is —0.25/o which is less than 1%. The narrower 
structures show much more variation with size, in particular the sheet resistances extracted from 
the phase shifted L-type structures show a sharp increase as dimensions reduce. At present the 
reason for this is not clear but it is only in the L-type structures that the phase shifting elements 
surround the centre of the Greek cross as can be seen in figure 5.1. The fabrication of the phase 
shifters may be affecting the geometry of the cross leading to problems with the measurements. 
Figure 5.7 shows the average asymmetry factor F A plotted against feature size. FA is a figure 
representing the difference between measurements made on a cross structure at different 
orientations and is used to calculate a correction factor which is applied to the calculated sheet 
resistance to correct for asymmetry [10]. 
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Fig. 5.7. Average Greek cross asymmetry factor I FA I versus feature size for chrome structures. 
Provided that FA <0.1% the correction factor approaches unity and does not need to be used. 
Figure 5.7 shows that FA is negligible for binary and I-type phase shifted cross structures with 
cross arms wider than 0.7tm. Even the narrowest of these structures only requires correction of 
about 0.3% to the value of R 5. The results from the L-Type phase shifted structures confirm that 
these structures are not symmetrical and that correction factors should be applied. The sheet 
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resistance results for these structures that are plotted in figure 5.8 have been corrected according 
to the method described in reference [II] and this has been effective for the structures wider than 
0.7m. However, asymmetry correction cannot account for the high values of sheet resistance 
encountered in the narrower crosses. The effect of the phase shifting elements on these structures 
may have led to current crowding and joule heating in the narrow tracks during measurement. 
Alternatively these structures may no longer have the correct geometry to be considered as van 
der Pauw structures and in this case the results should be disregarded. 
In addition to the extraction of mean sheet resistance for all the structures with the same nominal 
feature size, as shown in figure 5.6, it is possible to investigate the variability of the 
measurements across the a of different dimensions by taking the standard deviation. The results 
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Fig. 5.8. Standard deviation of Rs against feature size for dense chrome Greek cross structures. 
It would be expected that the variation of the sheet resistance between different structures of the 
same size would reduce as the cross arm width is increased. Reference [12] shows that larger 
Greek cross structures are less sensitive to short range non-uniformity in the resistivity of the 
conducting film being measured. Large structures effectively extract the average sheet resistance 








Initial measurements of the resistance of a nominal I .5jim wide track were performed using the 
manual probing system before the chromium oxide was removed and the results are presented in 
table 5.1. 
- Force Direction Mean Resistance (Q) 	aR (Q) 
Forward 	 6730.22 	 2.4537 
Reverse 	 6729.34 	 2.2709 
Average 	 6729.78 	 - 
Table 5.1. Results of Kelvin measurements made on a bridge linewidth structure with a force 
current of 500 jiA. 
The standard deviations observed when making the bridge measurements are proportionally 
much smaller (-0.035%) than for the Rs measurements where a was almost 20% in some cases. 
This is probably because the voltages being measured are much higher for the bridge structures 
than for the crosses. The electrical linewidth WL is calculated by taking the average bridge 
resistance RB from table 5.1 and using it in: 
WL= 
RB 
where LB is the length of the bridge section and R s is the average sheet resistance. The result of 
this calculation is that WL = I .434tm and the nominal value of linewidth was I .5tm so the 
electrical width is about 4.4% less than this. If the individual values of R 5 from each orientation 
are used to calculate linewidth figures using the average bridge resistance it can be seen that the 
measurements which showed the best repeatability provide values of ECD closest to the nominal 
linewidth. The linewidth results and the standard deviations of the sheet resistances can be seen 
in table 5.2. 
There are two main sources for variability in ECD measurements, firstly the measurement of the 
resistance of the bridge itself and secondly the value of sheet resistance used in the linewidth 
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calculation. The first can be minimised through the choice of measurement current and, as is 
clear from the results in table 5. 1, makes up a very small proportion of the measured resistance. 
The sheet resistance variability is more of a problem. It was shown previously that the value of 
R5  extracted from the cross structures was a function of the feature size and it was also found 
that the repeatability of the measurements improved as the nominal cross arm width was 
increased. For this reason it was decided that the average of the sheet resistances extracted from 
the I .5jtm structures should be used in the calculation of ECD. These values are 28.5/o for the 
phase shifted structures and 28.40/o for the binary structures. 
Orientation Mean R (/o) cRs (n'o) WL(1m) 
gJo 24.0328 4.886 1.428 
-00 24.3091 0.462 1.445 
+900 23.7083 4.809 1.409 
900 24.4804 0.489 1.455 
Table 5.2. Sheet resistance, standard deviation of R s and linewidths for each Greek cross 
measurement orientation. 
5.4.2) Electron microscope linewidth measurements 
To assess the capability of the electrical measurements against a more standard methodology, the 
mask was measured on a CD SEM using their modified threshold method [13]. It was noticed 
during this measurement that care must be taken to ensure that structures being measured, 
especially during repeated measurement, do not build up a charge. With an isolated feature on an 
insulator such as this charge up is rapid and undoubtedly influences accuracy. The altPSM mask 
showed considerably more charging than the binary mask, probably due to the exposed chrome 
where the Cr02 ARC was removed by the phase well etch. 
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Fig. 5.9. Comparison of SEM CD (left) and ECD (right) for the binary and aItPSM patterns. 
The correlation of electrical to SEM measured linewidths is show in figure 5.9. The correlation 
for both binary and aItPSM features can be seen to be very good. Analysis of this correlation 
gave an R 2 fit of 0.999 for both binary and aItPSM, the covariance of these were 0.112 and 0.118 
respectively, indicating that the spread of the fit was small. 
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Fig. 5.10. Comparison of SEM CD (top) and ECD (bottom) to drawn linewidth for the binary 
and aItPSM mask patterns. 
It can be seen from figure 5.9 that there is an offset between the electrical and SEM measured 
CDs. In this case the offset for the binary patterns was 63nm whereas for the aItPSM it was 
I 65nm, a difference of 82nm. The reason for this difference is not clear as the chrome layer for 
both binary and aItPSM were written on the same tool at the same time. One possibility is that 
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this could be related to SEM metrology [13], another possibility is that the wall angles of the 
etch chrome (binary mask) vs the etched chrome plus etched quartz (aItPSM on one side of 
feature) may differ giving a disparity in results on the SEM. If we examine the actual CDs we 
can see an average difference between binary and aItPSM patterns of l6nm in ECD and 66nm in 
SEM measurements. For binary structures the average CD from the SEM is considerably 
smaller than for altPSM suggesting the source to be SEM metrology of aItPSM structures. The 
results for SEM and ECD measurements are shown in figure 5.10. 
Analysis of the data by nominal dimension is shown in figure 5.11 for both binary and altPSM 
patterns. Good linearity can be seen for all mask dimensions from I .Sjim to 0.4tm. A very good 
result for linearity through all duty cycles was also achieved as can be seen in figure 5.12. 
Some initial wafer exposures were made and dimensions measured on a CD SEM compared to 
the mask SEM and ECD measurements for the altPSM patterns. Figure 5.13 shows the 
relationship. Analysis of this data gives a correlation of 0.995 for both wafer to mask SEM and 
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Fig. 5.11. Comparison of SEM and ECD, grouped by nominal dimension, for the binary (top) 
and aItPSM (bottom) patterns. 
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Fig. 5.12. Comparison of SEM and ECD, grouped by duty cycle, for the binary (top) and aItPSM 
(bottom) patterns. 
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Fig. 5.13. Wafer CD SEM measurement vs Mask SEM measurement (top) and mask ECD 
measurement (bottom) for the aItPSM patterns. 
5.4.3) Mask design for practical automated probing 
The work so far has shown that that the chrome oxynitride that provides the top surface of the 
absorber is non-conductive. A solution to overcome this was developed. This involved making 
openings in the resist over the probe pads in the second masking layer. This layer is used to 
define the areas where quartz is to be etched creating phase-shifted zones. The etch used to 
remove the quartz is also suitable to remove the oxy-nitride layer on the chrome and so it is a 
simple mailer to add openings to this second layer over the probe pads, the chrome itself 
providing an etch stop. The layout for this is shown in figure 5.14. 
I 	________I 
Figure 5.14. Layout of the cross-bridge structure with second layer cut outs shown on the probe 
pad areas. 
The sheet resistance was measured on each of the relevant dimensions and used to calculate the 
electrical CD at that dimension. The correlation against the design CD was very good with an 
offset of llOnm and a fit of 1.01. This is shown in figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15. Correlation of ECD to designed CD. 
Previously we saw an excellent correlation between mask CD SEM measurements and mask 
ECD measurements of 0.999. On this occasion an AFM was used to establish the fit of 
physically measured vs ECD data. Once again a very good result was achieved with a correlation 
of 0.95 as can be seen in figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16. Correlation of AFM and ECD. 
In this case the data could be easily gathered using an automated 6x2 probe card, a much more 
manufacturable tool than the manual steerable probes used for the first mask. This technique 
offers a way that the electrical measurements could be integrated into a manufacturing 
environment rather than the lab. 
5.5) Alignment Test Structure 
As has been described above, the phase shifting elements are fabricated by etching into the quartz 
(synthetic fused silica) substrate. The etch depth required depends on the wavelength of the light 
intended to be used with the mask, A., and the refractive index of the substrate material. The etch 
depth required to give 1800  phase shift is calculated using: 
dAJ2(n-1) 	 (1) 
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If the mask is intended for use with 248nm deep ultra-violet (DUV) illumination and quartz n 
=1.51 then the phase shifter depth should be 243nm. The removal of this material will change 
the effective capacitance between two chrome lines on the mask. This effect can be used in a test 
structure to allow the measurement of the overlay between the chrome layouts and the phase 
shifters. Simulations of simple capacitive structures have been performed using the two 
dimensional interconnect analysis software Raphael [14]. The simulated structure consists of two 
or more electrode elements on a quartz substrate with a gap between which represents the phase 
shifter. The actual test structure on the mask will be an inter-digitated capacitor with hundreds of 
electrode fingers so the simulation should accurately model the lateral capacitance between two 
elements. Errors in this value will be introduced by fringe effects if there are too few electrodes 
and this is indicated by the results in table 5.3. 
Number of electrodes 	Capacitance between adjacent 
electrodes 
2 	 2.8944]2x10 7 Ftm' 
3 	 2.166128x10 17 Fim' 
4 	 2.12951lx10 17 Fjim' 
Table 5.3. Results of simulations of capacitive structures with different numbers of electrodes. 
It was decided that the simulated structure with 4 metal electrodes should be used as this should 
give an accurate estimation of the capacitance without the use of a complex simulation. Unlike 
the normal alternating aperture structures on the mask, these capacitive test structures will have 
phase shifting elements between each pair of fingers. In addition there will be no overlap 
between the metal features and the phase shifters when they are correctly aligned. This means 
that any misalignment will cause a reduction in the amount of quartz being etched between the 
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Fig. 5.17. Different possible alignment scenarios: left - zero offset, centre - I 2Onm offset, right 
- 240nm offset. 
The four metal electrodes in the simulated structure are connected either to IV (TI) or ground 
(T2), and so there are effectively three lateral capacitances. The offset was varied from -240nm 
to +240nm and the capacitance between TI and T2 was extracted. The results of the simulations 
are presented in figure 5.18. 
-250 	-200 	-150 	-100 	-50 	0 	50 	100 	150 	200 	250 
Phase Shifter Offset (nm) 
Fig. 5.18. Simulated capacitance plotted against phase shifter alignment. 
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The simulation results suggested that a progressional off-set technique (POT) [15], [16] could be 
used to extract the degree of alignment error between the chrome and the phase shifter elements. 
The test mask fabricated included a number of POT arrays consisting of nine capacitor structures 
with built in overlay errors ranging from 400nm to +400nm. The test structures have the same 
designed feature sizes as the simulations and contain a total of 2000 capacitor elements, each 
being 1 000gm long. The simulation data can be used to estimate the actual capacitance of the 
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Fig. 5.19. Estimated capacitance of alignment test structures derived from simulation data in 
figure 5.18. 
If there is an actual offset between the chrome features and the phase shifting elements then the 
results will be shifted away from zero and it should be possible to extract the value of the 
overlay error. 
5.5.1) Equipment Used 
The chrome layer on the mask was written on a Gaussian e-beam tool (Mebes 5500) [17] and the 
phase-shifting layer on a laser based optical tool. Phase etch was performed using an ECP dry 
etch tool. The phase-shifting layer was designed with an overlap of 200nm over the chrome 
features. Electrical measurements from both automated and manual probe stations were 
measured using an HP-414513, HP 4062B and Solatron microvoitmeter for CD measurements 
and an l-IP4280 for capacitance measurements. 
5.5.2) Overlay measurement 
The mask produced was exposed with an offset in the X direction to help verify the suitability of 
the technique. Each of the progressional offset arrays was measured and the resultant 
capacitance plotted against designed offset. From this the actual overlay could be extracted as 
shown in figure 5.20. 
CapcItancovsX Offset 	 Capacitance vsYOffaet 
;u x2o38flfl. 
CL 
X Offset (nm) 	 Y Offset (nm) 
Figure 5.20. Capacitance vs offset and extracted overlay for the progressional offset arrays. 
As can be seen the designed offset of 200nm in X could be very well resolved by this technique. 
The offset in Y of l4nm is well within the manufacturing tolerances of the write tool used for the 
patterning. 
5.6) Conclusions 
The initial measurements indicate that it is possible to probe test structures on chrome masks 
with anti-reflective coatings. However, it was suspected that probe related problems make the 
measurements less repeatable than when probing directly onto chrome pads where the AR 
coating has been removed. The building of the second test mask where the quartz etch was used 
to remove the chromium dioxide anti-reflective coating, showed this to be the case. 
Measurements made on Greek cross structures show that the variability of the extracted sheet 
resistance is reduced by increasing the size of the cross. It is clear that the etching of the phase 
shifting elements has a strong effect on the geometry of the L-type cross structures and this leads 
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to large errors in the very narrow crosses which cannot be removed through the use of the 
correction factor FA. Future on-mask test structure layouts should use large Greek crosses, or 
possibly box crosses, for R 5 extraction rather than following the minimum feature size of the 
bridge section. In addition these should be isolated structures as there is no need to use phase 
shifting elements (which can affect the geometry of the cross) as relatively large features are 
being printed. 
An excellent correlation was made between mask CD SEM measurements and mask ECD 
measurements for both binary and altPSM patterns. Differences have been demonstrated 
between CD-SEM and electrical measurements. As expected there is a systematic offset between 
the ECD and SEM results obtained from the binary structures. What was unexpected was that 
the phase shifted lines, which appeared to be electrically narrower than the binary structures, 
were measured on the CD-SEM system as being significantly wider. As both patterns were 
written on the same tool at the same time and the flourine based etch used to create the phase 
well does not significantly etch chrome, it is thought that this offset probably originated in the 
mask CD SEM measurement. In SEM linewidth measurement the threshold selected to define 
the edge of the feature has a systematic effect on the extracted width. It is likely that the 
presence of the phase well affects the SEM image so that the tracks appear significantly wider 
than expected. Charging of the mask in the SEM chamber also affects the measurement of 
linewidth leading to poor contrast and long testing times. 
Overlay measurement tools are typically less expensive than CD measurement tools, however 
they often suffer from inaccuracies in measurement due to gravity causing a sag in the plate as it 
is only held at the edge during measurement. Very often it is also impossible to establish what 
the overlay on the mask was after processing; because these structures use features that are 
created during the mask processing, they in effect create an artefact that allows the mask to be 
reviewed and interrogated afterwards. This work has established a method to overcome these 
limitations through use of a progressional offset capacitive array. The accuracy of these 
structures appears to be high, however further calibration with production type overlay tools 
remains to be done. 
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Chapter 6 
Final Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1) Introduction 
This thesis has reported significant work in the area of understanding and characterising masks 
for photolithography. The significance of the three dimensional structure of masks has been 
reported, together with the effects that mask errors have upon the printed image. Defects, 
especially those on phase-shfting masks, have been shown to be critical to the printed image, as 
well as being relatively difficult to detect. Suggestions have been made for how the industry can 
best develop inspections systems that will identify these defects. Finally the increasingly 
important area of mask feature dimension measurement has been investigated, a new novel 
electrical CD measurement technique being developed that provides not only more accurate 
measurements, but also cheaper tools than standard CD-SEM's for on mask metrology. This 
technique has also been further developed to provide the potential for overlay measurement on 
aItPSM masks. A more detailed discussion of the above summary follows. 
6.2 ) Determining Mask Effects 
The three dimensional nature of a photomask was studied in this chapter. AFM was used to 
establish the depths of quartz that had been removed from the mask to produce the shifted space 
that produces the one hundred and eighty degree shifted light wave. A special 'boot' tip was 
used on the AFM to gather information on the side walls of these quartz trenches where an 
isotropic etch had rounded the corners of the trench and created a slight undercut under the 
chrome feature. It was found that there seemed to be systematic relationship between the width 
of the trench and the depth obtained where narrower trenches had significantly deeper trenches. 
It is thought that this is due to an effect known as inverse RIE lag. 
Once the topographic information had been gathered a pixelised representation of the mask was 
built and a Maxwell solver used to calculate the amplitude and phase of the waves just below the 
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mask. This showed that the effect of this difference in depth is to ensure that waves that 
propagate through the shifted space will not have the desired one hundred and eighty degree 
phase shift. Another effect that must be noted is that there is considerable light scatter within the 
mask, especially from the corners of the shifted space. This scatter means that less light 
propagates through the mask at the shifted space and so the intensity of light between shifted and 
unshifted spaces differs creating an imbalance. 
Further simulation was then used to identify the effect of these two phenomena. Aerial images 
were calculated and two major process metrics, those of depth of focus (DOF) and Image 
Placement Error (IPE) were calculated. It was found that the DOF was predominantly driven by 
the phase error, especially for the densest pitches. This effect will have a very major effect upon 
the process margin of the IC pattern being produced and may render it unmanufacturable. Very 
large intensity imbalances were calculated leading to IPE's of over 20% of the feature printed, it 
is likely that this would strongly affect the performance of the IC being produced. 
6.3) Mask defect printing and inspection 
It is vitally important to ensure that no defects are present on a mask as these will be reproduced 
on all ICs printed and is likely to lead to loss of performance or even failure of these circuits. 
With standard binary masks the inspection was straightforward as it was simply a matter of 
dealing with light (transmissive) and dark (chrome) areas where only the amplitude of the light 
was important. However with altPSM the defect may not be a simple 'dark' area in the 
amplitude of the wave, it may be a phase error so inspection tools must take both amplitude and 
phase of the propagated light into account. 
This thesis has reported the use of EMF simulation to calculate the amplitude and phase of 
propagated waves through masks with modelled defects. This data was then taken and aerial 
images calculated for 4x lithographic printing systems. These defect sizes and positions were 
changed in order to calculate the threshold at which they would cause the process to fail and it 
was found that the limit was not, as was previously thought, when the defects began to be 
reproduced on the wafer, but rather they cause a disturbance in the aerial image and the 
dimension of the desired feature would exceed desired tolerances. It was found that the most 
sensitive position for a defect to occur was not at the centre or edge of a shifted space, but rather 
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at the mid-point between these two positions. It should be noted that these findings may differ 
for different types of defects such as irregular shaped defects and those adjacent or in chrome 
features. 
Whilst printing of these masks is on 4x reductions systems, their defect inspection is on lx 
systems. This work comparing these two imaging systems led to the observation that, whilst for 
the 4x reduction systems we need only consider on-axis incident plane waves, the diffraction 
orders from off-axis points not being gathered by the lens, this is not true for lx imaging. This 
work developed a technique to consider all relevant incident waves and calculate the aerial 
image as seen by the inspection tool. However inspections are further complicated by the use in 
industry of non-actinic light sources, where identification of an exact one hundred and eighty 
degree phase shift is not possible. The work here has shown that non-actinic systems are 
considerably worse than actinic systems at detecting defects. Further that their performance 
could be improved by changing the defocus and coherence of their imaging, the coherence being 
the stronger of these two effects. 
6.4) Electrical characterisation of masks 
Mask metrology has had the serious challenge of having to measure smaller and smaller 
dimensions on mask. While wafer metrology has overcome this by using Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) this technique has some limitations on mask, primarily due to the fact that a 
mask consists of a conductive metal (chrome) on top of an insulating substrate (quartz.) Some 
success, e.g. [I], has been achieved in industry mainly due to the chrome having an anti-
reflective insulating layer of chromium dioxide on the top. However in altPSM manufacturing 
this layer is generally removed by the second etch that removes the quartz and creates the phase-
shifting space. The resulting bare metal very quickly charges up when scanned by an electron 
beam and so measurement becomes difficult. SEM metrology tools are also an order of 
magnitude more expensive than the optical tools that have sustained the industry to date. When 
this is combined with the fact that only around five percent of masks are at geometries that 
require this technique, the return on investment is such that very few mask manufacturers can 
afford to purchase them. An alternative that overcomes both the repeatability problems 
associated with the charging and is economically viable is therefore very attractive. Electrical 
CD measurement, which is the subject of this thesis, fits well into both of these requirements. 
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The structures used in this work were based upon cross-bridge structures. These structures have 
a Greek cross to establish the sheet resistance of the metal and long bridge structures to obtain 
the CD. Structures were designed for both binary and aItPSM patterns. It was found that if the 
chrome dioxide anti-reflective coating was left on, only probing using a strongly forced needle 
could penetrate this layer and obtain a reasonable electrical contact. A novel solution to this was 
found and a second mask was designed where the phase-shift quartz etch was allowed to also 
etch the ARC over the probe pads. This allowed good electrical contact to be made and an 
automated probe station to be used. It also had the advantage of no additional process steps 
during the manufacture of the mask. 
Measurement of the masks found that for the majority of dimensions measured the sheet 
resistance were independent of the feature size which allowed the same sheet resistance to be 
used for all features. Electrical measurements of the bridge structures also showed very good 
repeatability with a standard deviation of —0.035%. When the ECD calculations are made and 
compared to SEM CD measurements a correlation of 0.999 for both binary and aItPSM features 
resulted. A systematic offset was obtained between the two measurement types. Wafers were 
also printed with the features and a wafer CD-SEM used to measure the on wafer CD's. This 
data showed a correlation of 0.995 against the mask ECD's, a very good result. 
The success of on mask ECD led to exploration of other potential electrical measurement 
structures for masks. Capacitive structures were designed using a progressional offset technique 
where multiple structures were measured to establish the overlay between the first chrome 
patterning layer of the mask and the second quartz phase-shifting etch. This work accurately 
measured a pre-defined offset between the two layers to well within the overlay capability of the 
write tool used. 
6.5) Future Work 
A number of suggestions for further work in the area of advanced mask characterisation have 
arisen from the work presented in this thesis. Chapter 3 showed that a good method needs to be 
devised to establish the exact trench depth of a shifted space. This is required to ensure that the 
maximum benefit in process window gain is obtained through the desired one hundred and 
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eighty degree phase shift of the light propagated through the shifted space and also that no 
placement error occurs as a result of aerial image intensity imbalance. The AFM data used in 
this thesis, whilst very accurate, is time consuming to obtain. The data gathered showed a very 
strong inverse RIE lag, something that must be overcome in order to prevent phase errors and 
image intensity imbalance. It was found that these in turn caused depth of focus and image 
placement problems. 
In chapter 4 the problem of establishing what kind of mask defects must be identified was 
addressed and it was shown that conventional non-actinic inspection systems are limited in their 
ability to find these defects. Work remains to be done to further refine the inspection system 
imaging parameters to provide a better inspection. As was shown actinic inspection is always 
better. However, finding a source capable of providing a steady and sufficiently powerful 193nm 
light for today's technology is likely to be beyond the scope of any project work and involve a 
great deal of industrial investment. 
The electrical mask CD measurements described in chapter 5 were very accurate and quick to 
obtain. Some further work remains to develop a method where they could easily be applied to 
binary masks without the need for a second etch to removed the ARC on top of the chrome. 
Work is also required on inspecting the masks for defects both before and after probing to ensure 
that no critical defects are generated during this process. It is also possible to take this technique 
forward to characterise other on mask features, where it may be possible to measure other 
imaging effects such as corner rounding or serif addition. This would allow this technique to 
become part of optical proximity correction (OPC) feature characterisation. The work on 
alignment test structures shows the potential of capacitive measurements for characterising 
masks. It may be possible to take these forward for further alignment or topography 
characterisation, most especially with altPSM masks, where the area with the shifted space will 
have a different capacitance to an unshifted space due to the removal of the quartz substrate. 
6.6) Final Conclusions 
The work presented in this thesis has shown that understanding the exact structures on advanced 
masks is essential to ensure that the resulting pattern can be predicted. The work shows that not 
only must the width of a feature be understood but also the overall topography of it and its 
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surroundings. The present standard metrology structures used by the industry are relatively large 
and not a good representation of actual circuit features, this is something that must be addressed 
by the industry. Application of existing AFM technology has been applied to show how this 
topography data can be gathered and advanced simulation techniques established to show their 
effect on imaging. Novel simulation techniques have further been developed to establish what 
the limitations are for defects to be present on aItPSM masks and a new methodology developed 
to show how mask inspection systems image these defects. Further work has shown how these 
inspection systems could be improved to provide better inspections. 
There also exist limitations, both technical and financial, to the application of CD-SEM 
metrology to masks. This work introduces a much lower cost alternative that overcomes the 
charging problem inherent with altPSM masks and offers other electrical based metrology 
related to alignment that may be applied to masks. It is suggested that this would be a strong 
candidate for adoption by the mask industry as an alternative to SEM or optical CD 
measurement. 
This thesis has analysed and characterised advanced masks for microlithography, providing a 
greater insight into the critical nature of having accurate data on the physical features on the 
mask. The results of this study provide the foundation to develop the appropriate metrology for 
future mask technologies. 
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DetuiaIg Mk Effects In Low Ki tJtIaorapy. 
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With optical lithography driving dcv ice-marnactwsng capability to aibwsvelcrigth disnetmiom, new effects that 
were mice safely ignored are playing a crucial role in detetminlig process quality. One such critical effect results 
from the corimlcraticas of mask topography. The use of advanced plx*csnasks is far from suaighefcaward, 
especially when confronted witha low kI proceas In this clscllcngnig regime, any image model must take into 
account the effects of the mask topography on the wavefront any scattering of the light can cause a resultant loss 
is the already low process tolerance we have. This popes will diacum results we have achieved with the use of 
atomic forte mlorcncopy to characterise the topography of an akensataig aperture phase-shift mask Electro-
magnetic field simulation combined with conventional lithography simulation will be used to estimate the effects 
in the resubmit aerial and photoresist images. We will discuss some observed effects tçcas process depth of focus 
and image placement from the phase mid image intensities resulting frcan the physical topography of the mask 
pottenc 
1) 10trodoction 
As optical lithography ckives IC manufacture to 
assailer danatsietas in order to satisfy economic and 
technological requirements. we me pushing the 
fuixlannental limits of physics. The classical 
Rayleigh criterion relates resolution to the 
wavelength mid numerical aperture incorporates a 
variable coefficient, the an called kl factor, has 
historically been significantly above 0 5, a region 
where even completely coherent sources could 
produce the desired image. However, we me now 
beginning to work is the region below 0.5, and we 
are discovering that phenomena we could 
previously neglect me significant. We must utilise a 
number of techniques to help us work in the region 
where ki is between 0.5 and 0.25 the most 
significant and widely used of these being phase-
shift masks (FEM). Initial work with alternating 
aperture phase-shift masks (altPSM) revealed many 
unexpected results that we could not fully explain 
through our understanding of lithography Further 
investigation revealed that if we no longer treat the 
mask as a planar two dimensional surface, box 
model the topography with a mete rigorous 
approach involving the solution of Maxwell's 
equations at the mask, we could explain the 
observed effects 
2) Mask Topography 
Cbmically we have considered alternating aperture 
phase-shift masks to be rawly discreet strnsetizm 
with perpendicular sidewalk aid nght-angled 
corners However, as we know from the production 
of IC's, our diawings do not often resemble reality-, 
this also is the case with masks. To try and provide 
models that would give a good representation of 
actual masks, we examined as alternating apes-time 
phase-shift mask built for a 248nm 4X scanner. The 
mask was built using the 0'180' phase differential 
technique with the trench for the ISO' achieved in 
as RIE system The mask then received a wet etch 
to reduce the effects of scattering from comers 
previously reported by a number of researchers [I, 
2 1. In order to examine the mask structure in a non-
destructive manner that would still allow us to use it 
for lithography after investigation we chose to use 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). There are a 
number of commercial took available to do this
'
our
preferred choice being a Veeco with a 0.1 8sns 
'boot' tip [3]. This 'boot' tip an the Veeco tool has 
a flared end, ailowlig us to interrogate 
A2 
the profile of the reticle to build an accurate picture 
of the wall angles and any undercuts. Unfortunately 
any undercut between chrome and qtz cannot be 
accurately measured with this technique. This also 
allows for accurate m.asurament of the actual depth 
of each trench achieved in the patterned area. This 
infimnation is important as we normally amass the 
achieved phase through measurement of a 
metrology structure on the mask Howeveç this 
structure is limited to a minim we dimension of 2Mm 
on .umk whim only represents structure of 03Mm 
on wafer compared to the 0.Ipm features in which 
we we interested (if a 4X magnification system is 
assumed-) As we know from wafer processing, the 
difference in topography from 2pm features to 
0 . 4pm features can be great, to it becomes 
important to be able to look at the individual 
features in order to establish the depth and profiles 
adneved in each 
,,lj5aj54 	fi$inot 
Figure I Pixelated represattetica of ahPSM mask 
for EM}' simulation 
To build the modeled mask, we took a series of 
measurements from scan plots of the reficle. The 
data was then used to build masks that we could 
then feed into s 21) eleclro-magnetic field simulator. 
These mask, were built to reflect not only the 
depths that we obtained from the AFM plots but 
also the wail angles and undercuts observed. The 
mask simulation files were built in a number of very 
small 'slices' which were then layered one on top of 
the other to construct a representation of the nnek. 
This gave a pixelated staircase edge to the features, 
rather than th, smooth rounded edge observed on 
the actual reticle. Each slice bees defined thickness 
and refractive index (real and imaginary pest,.) The 
steps that represented a sloping wall were 
considerably greater than the increment size for 
each step in the simulation. An example of a mask 
is shown in figure I. 
Once the masks had been built they were input to a 
commercially availthle, two-dimensional electro-
magnetic field simulator, ProMAX/2D, developed 
and sold by FINLE Technologies. This software 
was used to produce a 'greyucale' output where the 
intensity and phase are calculated for each pixel 
studied. This was then be taken and used in a 
commercially available lithography simulator, 
PROLITIf/31). The resultant aerial image was 
calculated. This was then further extended and the 
post develop plKSOlesist miage calculated through 
simulation. 
aItPSMTrench Depth vs Specs 
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Figure 2. Phase trench depth vi space for 140mm 
nominal features. 
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Figure 3. Phase trench depth vs space for 140nm 
nominal features for the densest duty cycles. 
3) Mask Data 
The mask studied had various different structures on 
it but for flu, study we chose to use a matrix of 
structure, bused upon a nominal IX dimension of 
140mm. For this linewidth a number of different 
pitches were studied from 280mm out to 2140nm. 
We also studied a 400mm pitch where the line/apace 
A3 
ratio was changed The data for the nominal 140tsm 
features is graphed and shown in figure 2 This data 
does not show a clear relationship between the 
measured trench depth and the space between the 
140nm features. However, if we look at figure 3 this 
shows the wane data with the most isolated pitch 
(2140mm. a 110 duty cycle) removed A clear trasd 
can be seen where the smaller spaces between the 
I 40mm features have a deeper phase trench. A trend 
similar to this was previously observed by other 
researchers where it was explained by inverse 
reactive ion etch lag [4]. In this case the trend seems 
to have a fairly good linear 1n Further study of the 
mask at a 400rim pitch with varying line/specs 
ratios showed no clear relationship between the 
specs adjacent to the line and the trench depth. 
However the data from the Whin features and the 
scatter evident bore indicates that more 
investigation Is requffed. 
4) Mask Shaijatte. 
Each of the itnsetizcs (rosa the 140mm nominal 
features had a soft mask file built to represent the 
measured depths aid profiles These were then 
simulated with ProMAX/2D and the resultant 
greyseale masks calculated. Masks were also built 
with the saint achieved trench depth bit with 
perpendicular chrome and quartz sidewalls as 
opposed to the rounded sidewalls on the real reticle, 
to aid in dc-coupling the effect of the rounding from 
the isotropic etch. For the purposes of this study 
only the E-polarised waves were considered with an 
incident angle of (r. Preliminary work has also 
shown that the H-polansed waves have a much 
lesser effect ixso the resultant aerial image; if a full 
rigorom solution is to he pursued, however, these 
assumptions should not be made. 
The greyscale masks from the mask simulation were 
taken and fed into FROLITH/3D to calculate aerial 
images for pre-defined stepper conditions of 06NA 
lens, and 0.30m These calculated aerial images 
were then used to calculate the effective phase error 
against the ISO" target [5] The phase errors for the 
actual masks and those with perpendicular sidewalls 
are shown in figure 4 As can be seen it is not clear 
whether the wet etch has any effect upon the 
magnitude of the phase error, but for the densest 
pitches on this mask the errors are considerably 
lower than those on the equivalent model matic 
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Figure 4. Calculated phase error in degrees for the 
mask measured by AFM and a model mask with the 
wane trench depth but perpendicular sidewalls. 
The imbalance in intensity between the shifted and 
unshifted areas was also calculated for both the 
mask measured by AFM and the modeled mask 
with perpendicular sidewalk, giving the results 
shown in figure 5 The data shows that the intensity 
differential follows a linear relationship against 
pitch for both masks. However, the intensity 
imbalance is considerably higher for the rounded 
mask that has received the isotropic etch 
ca.d 55M5 as.. 	....at,aas 
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Figure 5 Calculated intensity imbalance expresses 
as a percentage of peak intensity for the mask 
measured by AFM and a model mask with the wane 
trench depth but perpendicular sidewalk. 
5) Latbugraphy Sloubtion 
The photoresist image formation was also simulated 
Irma the greyscale masks and aerial image 
calculations previously mentioned. For the purposes 
of this study the process used was. 62mm of anti-
reflective coating (ARC) and 400nm of DUV resist. 
The ARC and resist models were developed at 
Isgernatbonal SEMATECB from chemical and 
A4 
lithographic analysis Of existing processes and the 
methodology used to poxkax these models has been 
published peeviously [6]. Each mask was simulated 
and the jncms window analysed in terms of depth 
of focus (DOF) aIk,wi a ±10% CD variation. A 
summary oftheresuhisgivas in table 1 
~ mu7mmmy--OWF Room  0011" 
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As can be seen from the table, the DOF is 
predominantly driven by the phase error, this it 
strongly shown as the case of the densest pitches fee 
the measured mask where, despite an image 
intensity imbalance considerably stronger than the 
modeled mask, the DOF it lager. 
The image placement was also studied at nominal 
best focus to study the effect of the aerial image 
intensity imbalance; results from this are shown it 
table 2. This data indicates that the image placement 
is primarily driven by the intensity imbalance. 
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Table 2 Sum may of image placement inree and 
intemly unbalance for the measured and modeled 
masks 
)Cusdustu. 
AFM was used to extiact information on the actual 
topography, depth and profile, observed on an 
alternating aperture phase-shift mask The depth of 
the phase french seemed to be related to the spece 
adjacent to the feature being studied. an  effect 
explained by RIE lag. The relationship between 
mask spece and trench depth warrants more in depth 
investigation. EMF and conventional lithography 
simulation were used to calculate the effects of this 
mask topography upon the phase and intensity of 
the resuilad aerial images. For the mask studied 
there seems to be little effect icon the magnitude of 
the phase enur from the rounding of the mask by 
the isotropic etch whilst the same technique appears 
to women intensity imbalance. When simulation of 
photiresist images is studied the depth of focus 
seems to be primarily cit-lien by the phase error not 
intensity imbalance whilst the image placement 
error is governed by image intensity imbalance 
between siufted and isishified areas, 
7) Further Week 
The data obtained here on the effects of mask 
pattn (linspece size) opon phase trench depth 
reepares much deeper analyse and fuller data 
collection. The method of fabricating the reticle, 
especially the tes of etch used, require 
investigation to detetmase if the obaerved difference 
in trench depth can be eliminated through process 
enhancements. If this effect cannot be eliminated it 
may result in the present subtractive method of 
manufactulig alternating phase-shift masks 
becoming to complex and expensive for use in 
manufacturisig, 
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ABSTRACT 
With optical lithography driving device-mwsifactwing capability to sithwavclath dimensions, 
complicated phenomena that were once safely ignored are playing a crucial role in determining process 
qtality. One such critical effect results from the consideration of mask topography. As low k  processes 
we entering pilot production, we as an industry are finding that we on no longer simply treat the mask as a 
simple planar surface and therefore consideration of reticle topography is becoming as important as pee-
QdP wafer topography once was The use of advanced masks in a low-kI process is far from 
straightforward however, because any image model describing these processes mias now predict the effects 
of light scatter from the mask that lead to a loss at the already low process tolerance we have In this paper 
we will discuss the extraction of mask topography information, using advanced atomic force microscopy 
(AFM), and the resultant structures simulated through the use of electro-magnetic field (EMF) simulatio,t 
We will also verify the accuracy of these simulations by exsminmg the correlation between data gathered 
on an Acted Image Measurement System (AIMS) and the simulations. We will further show how we have 
transferred these EMF simulated masks to a conventional lithography simulator to estimate the effects in 
the resultant photoresist image. This data will be compared to the actual performance of the masks when 
exposed using nate-of-the-mi processing. 
Keywords: EMF simulation, AIMS mask topography 
I) INTRODUCTION 
As optical lithography cloves IC manufacture to smaller dimensions in order to satisfy economic and 
technological requirements, we are pushing the fundamental limits of physics. 11w classical Rayleigh 
criterion relates resolution to the wavelength and numerical aperture incorporates a variable coefficient, the 
so called ki factor, has historically been significantly above 0.5, a region where even completely coherent 
sources could produce the desired image However, we are now beginning to work in the region below 0.5, 
and we are discovering that phenomena we could previously neglect are significant. We must utilise a 
number of techniques to help us work in the region where k  is between 05 and 025 the most significant 
and widely used of these being phase-shift masks (PSM). Initial work with alternating aperture phase-shift 
masks (altPSM) revealed many unexpected results that we could not fully explain through our 
understanding of lathcgrapliy. Further investigation revealed that if we no longer treat the mask as a planar 
two dimensional surface, but model the topography with a more rigorous approach involving the solution of 
Maxwell's equations at the mask, we could explain the observed effects. 
2) MASK TOPOGRAPHY 
Classically we have considered alternating aperture phase-shift masks to be fairly discrete structures with 
perpendicular sidewalk and right-angled corners. However, as we know from the production of IC's, our 
drawings do not often resemble reality; this also is the case with masks. To try and provide models that 
would give a good representation of actual masks, we examined an alternating aperture phase-shift mask 
built for a 248nm 4X seamier. The mask was built using the 0'/l 80" phase differential technique with the 
trench for the IS)" achieved in an PIE system. The mask then received a wet etch to reduce the effects of 
scattering from ccwnsm previously reported by a number of researchers 11, 21. In order to examine the mask 
structures In a non-destructive manner that would still allow us to use it for lithography after investigation 
we chose to we atomic force microscopy (AFM) There are a number of commercial took available to do 
A6 
Aux. our prafened choice bicng • Veeco with •0.i8u. boot' ti (3]. This boot' tip on the Veeco tool bee 
a used end, allowing us to inesroge the profile of the reticle to build an aceuret, picture of the wail 
soghe and my undercut,. Unfortunic.ly soy undercut between chrome and opalz cot be accurately 
measured with this tecbnicpae. This Mo allows for aceusete measw'esnent of the actual depth of each bench 
achieved I the patterned nes. This isfonnetios I import  as we normally  useen the achieved phase  
through meeewueneut of a metrology eeoctae on the ninth. However, this *ucv is limited to a 
atisinma denminbon of 2Mm  on meek, which only represent. etiuciwe of O.5ai on wafer copa-ed to the 
0.tpa fricures is which we -e interested (if a4X-nengniticetion system I asorneth) As we know, from 
wafer pruceining, the difference is topography fivm 2un feetwe. to 0.4Mm  features can be greet, ni it 
becomes important to be dek to look at the individual features in order to eetthlith the depth and profiles 
achieved is serb. 
Figma 1. Pbcoldedrepeseenstaticat ofPhM ninth for EMF simulation 
To build the modeled masks we took a anus 1 m.maweu ante from scat plots of the reticle. The dots era 
than used to build maths that we could then feed into a 21) electro-magnetic field sirnuletor. Thene masks 
were bulb to maliect act only the depths that we obtained from the AI1al plots but also the vail angles and 
oudemeuta observed. The mndt simulation files were built is a somber of very mash 'slice.' which were 
thee layered one on top of the other to  construct a representation of the ninth. This gave a pixebted 
staircase edge to the feuturms, rater than the smooth mended edge observed on the actual reticle. Each slice 
has  defined thidmess and eefmctive index (real and inzghla7 pals.) The steps that represented aslephig 
wall were considerably greeter than the increment size for eadi step is the simulation. An example of a 
math is shown in figure 1. 
Once the ms bad been bath they were input to & commercially avail,, two-dimensional electro-
magnetic field ainuletor. PioMAX12D, developed and sold by FINLE Technologies. Thu atfiwure was 
used to prothice a 'gzuyscale' output where the intensity and phase ne calculated for eerie pixel studied. 
This "an then be tent and used is a commercially nvllthk lithography simulator, P*OLITh'3D. The 
seuthal aerial image was calauhoted. This was then feather extended aid the pose develop photoresist 
.nsge calculated through simulation. 
tPSM Tr.ncti Depth vs Spe 
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Figure 2. Phase trench depth vi apace for 140nne nominal features. 
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Figure  I Phase trench depth vs spece for I 4(kun 
nominal features for the densest duty cycles 
3) MASK DATA 
The mask studied had vanoua different atzuetwes on it. but for this study we chose to use a matrix of 
strurtsres based rqam a nominal IX dimension of I 4Onm. For this hnewidth a number of different pitches 
were studied from 280ren out to 21 4arn. We also studied a 40)nm pitch where the linelspace ratio was 
clanged. The data for the nominal I40ntn features is graphed and shown in figure 2. This data dues not 
show a clear relationship between the measured trench depth and the space between the 140= features 
However, if we look at figure 3 this shows the seine data with the most isolated pitch (2140=. a 110 duty 
cycle) removed. A clear trend can be seen where the smaller spaces between the 140nrn features have a 
deeper phase trendr A trend similar to this was previously observed by other researchers where it was 
explained by inverse reactive gas etch Lag [4J. In this case the trend seems to have a fairly good linear 1k 
Further study of the mask at a 400vn pitch with varying lineispace ratios showed no clear relationship 
between the space adjacent to the line and the trench depth However the data from the I40nrn features and 
the scatter evident here indicates that more investigation is requited 
altPSM Trench Depth vs Space 
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Figure 4. Plume trench depth vs space for 400mm pitch features. 
4) MASK SIMULATION 
Each of the structures from the 140mm nominal features had a made file built to rqxescni the measured 
depths and profiles. These were then simulated with Pr0MAX/2D and the resultant grayscale masks 
calculated Masks were also built with the same achieved trench depth but with perpendicular chrome and 
quartz sidewalls as opposed to the rounded sidewails on the real reticle, to aid in de-coupling the effect of 
the rounding from the isotropic etch For the purposes; of this study only the il-polseised waves were 
considered with an incident angle of(r Preliminary work has also shown that the H-polarised waves have 
A8 
a much lesser effect Icon the resultant aerial image; if a full rigorous solution is to be pursued, however, 
these assianjiican should not be made, 
The grayscak masks from the mask simulation were taken mid fed wito NOL1THJ3D to calculate aerial 
Images for pre-defined stepper conditions of 0 6N Iais and 0.30o. These calculated sail images were 
then used to calciiaie the effective phase error against the I  target [5]. The phase criers for the actual 
masks and theme with perpendicular sidewafis are shown in figure 5. As can be seen the phase error shows a 
linear relationship versus pitch, this matches the relationship seen for the trench depth and pitch. 
Calculated Ph... Error for AM m.an.'.d 
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Figure 5. Calculated phase error in degrees for the mask 
measured by AFM and a model mask with the same trench 
depth but perpendicular sidewalls 
To aid in checking the accuracy of the simulation, an Aerial Image Measurement System (AIMS) a Zeiss 
NMI- 100 was used to examine the mask The data from the AIMS system was then analysed and s 
conectiom methodology [61 used to correct for known criers in the AIMS tool, The data in figure 6 shows 
an extremely good correlation between the simulation for the actual mask and the AIMS data 
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Figure 6. Ccelatien between EKV mask simulation mid 
AIMS measurements that have been ctrrected. 
The unbalance in intensity between the shifted and unshifted areas was also calculated for both the mask 
measured by AFM and the modeled mask with perpendicular sidewalls giving the results shown in figure 
7 The data shows that the intensity differential follows. linear relationship against pitch for both masks. 
However, the intensity imbalance is slightly higher for the rounded mask that has received the isotropic 
etch. 
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Figure 7. Calculated intensity unbalance expresses ass 
percentage of peak intensity for the mask measured by 
ATM and a model mask with the same trench depth but 
perpendicuhe sidewalla, 
5) LITHOGRAPHY SIMULATION AND PRINTING 
To compare the accuracy of the models derived we exposed wafers in the SEMATECH Advanced Tool 
Development Facility (ATDF). The wafers were exposed on as SVGL Miasecan UI using 0,A and 03 
partial coherence. The process used was 62nm of Brewer Science DIJV3i) BARC and 4(t)nm of Shipley 
UV6 photoresiat The wafers were measured on a KLA-8100 CT) SEM The photorenis image formation 
was also simulated from the grayscale masks and aerial image calculations previously mentioned The 
BARC and resist models were developed at International SEMATECH from chemical and lithographic 
analysis of the processes and the methodology used to produce these models has been published previously 
F1• Each mark was simulated and the process window analysed in terms of depth of focus (DOF) allowing 
a ±10% CD variation. A summary of the results is given in table I. 
Pitch (nrn) 	 280 300 340 360 360 420 480 560 
Measured DOF (urn) 1.2 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Simulated DOF (urn) 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 0.8 0.8 
Table I Stsnmaay of measured DOF vs 
simulated for the process used 
As can be seas from the table, the DOF for the more isolated pitches (340nm out) was fairly accurately 
simulated. However, for the dense features (280rm and 300nm) the simulated DOF was considerably less 
than for the actual printed images. The reason behind this unknown, thocgh the use of a 'top down' SEM to 
measure the DOF may of artificially increased the DOF for the densest duty cycles due to lank of 
information on scummed resist and resist height loss 
6) CONCLUSION 
ATM was used to exuact information on the actual topography, depth and profile, observed on an 
alternating aperture phase-Shift mask. The depth of the phase trench seems to be related to the space 
adjacent to the feature being studied, an effect explained by RIE lag. The relaticasihip between mask space 
and trench depth warrants more in depth investigation- EMF and conventional lithography simulation were 
used to calculate the effects of this mask topography upon the phase and intensity of the resultant aerial 
images. For the mask studied there seems to be a linear relationship between the phase error and the pitch, 
this corresponds to the relationship observed between space and trench depth The accuracy of the mask 
ENE simulation was checked against data gathered from as AIMS tool and an extremely good correlation 
AlO 
fousd. once the AMC data had been corrected for known en-ors. The rounding of the mask by the isotropic 
etch appears to slightly women intensity Unbalance. When simulation of photoresist images is studied the 
depth of focus seems to be primarily driven by the phase error not intensity imbalance, however a balance 
between these is required A very good correlation was scat between the simulation results and ponling 
results for depth of focus on semi-dense and isolated structtires, this was not the one for dense (1:1 and 
1:1 2) duty cycles 
7) FURTHER WORK 
The data obtained has on the cifeets of mask pattern (line/space size) upon re trench depth requires 
much deeper analysis and fuller data collection. The method of fabricating the reticle, especially the types 
of etch used require investigation, to determine if the observed difference in trench depth can be eliminated 
dwo&gh process enhancements If this effect cannot be eliminated It may result in the present subtractive 
method of manufacturing alternating phase-shift masks becoming to complex and expensive for use in 
manufacturing 
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ABSTRACT 
In this papa we will discuss the results obtained from live alternating apertire par-shifting masks 
(atPSM). each with an idn*icaj layout but marsufactiwed using a different tedmique. We will show the 
results obtained for mask a) perftamance measured ma SEM for a ncanber of dimensions and duty 
cycles . We will show how the results obtained from conventional mask metrology compare with resulte 
from advanced analysts including mask topography isfcwmaucmi obtained using an automated atomic force 
microscope (AFM). Comparison will be made showing how the metrology sinictsaez on the mask ccsnace 
to its actual structures in the jnttcrning sma. A comparison of the results achieved from each mask 
manufacturing technique will also be made. 
1. INTRODUC11ON 
Today, after much debate and many papers on the subject, we are finally using alternating aperture phase-
shifting masks (aItPSM) in Not production. The idea behind this technique and ILS results are well known 
lt.2 however its implementation has been a long and tortuous process. We have traditionally been faced 
with two major problems: layout and mask fabrication. Recently there have been many advances in WAD; 
notable amongst them the introduction of the complementary or 'trim' approach using a combination of 
ait?SM and binary masks to photocompose the desired pattern on the wafer (3) This has overcome, at a 
pore, the layout restrictions we previously had However, we still do not have a definitive way to best 
manufacture the masks we desire to make To try and understand this better International SEMATECH 
undertook to lasild masks with identical layotft suitable for use in conventional akPSM approaches but 
also amuse to dime used with the 'trim' approach. 
2. MASK DESCRIPTIONS 
The five techniques chosen to bald these masks varied primarily in the attisotropic etch that formed the 
180° phase trench and any subsequent post etch that was used to reduce any effects from the well known 
intensity imbalance often observed 14J. The methods used were 
90°/27(r mnsotropic etch with an reactive sat source (RIE) 
0°/I 80° arrisotropic etch with as etch tool with an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source 
(°/i SO' ariisotropic etch with ICP tool and additional isotropic wet etch 
Dual trench (22(°/400°) anisotropic etch with RIE tool 
0°180° anisotunpic etch with an RIE tool 
The mask dimensions varied between IX dimensions of SOrun to 180nm with duty cycles of. 1.1, 1:1.5. 
1:3.13 and 1:10. Additionally trim modules were made with binary overlay for 1.3, 1.5 and 1:10 duty 
Al2 
cycles. Mothies for mask metrology were alan added. The lsyout fir the whole ma* is shown in figure I 
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Figure 1. Mask layout showing the pbase.tift and bausy Features as well as metrology thudures. 
Three m.anftdiuus were used to manufacture the five mss. 
3 MASK CD PERFORMANCE 
Three of the masks were manuftdurcd using shaped beam c-beam tools and two with a. MO  scan tool. 
Figure 2 shows there was no dear difference between any of these groups. Reticle A thaws very good 
linearity down to 32im on medc (*)nm IX). The other masks did not achieve linearity woea all duty 
cycles but individual duty cycles were linear, although they may not of achieved their LIJg CD's. 
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CD linearity measured on CD SENE 
The image fidelity also varied widely between the five masks. If we examine figure 3 we can see that 
reticle A has much better defined chrome features that reticles B and D. The image quality does not scent 
to directly correlate with the type of wnic 1001 used, Ills would suggest the actual mask lithographic 
Process is  the critical lacIer. The phase alitlkad region, written in all cases by a laser write kuil, has the 
went image quality on mask A. Again Ills suggests the actual process used governs the image quality 
Figwc 2 shoua that not all duty cycles could achieve their target CD. The proximity effects at llOnm, 
101Mm and 130nm (IX) are shown in figure 4 for all reticles. It is clear to say that reticle A once again has 
the best pesfisinance, no other masks achieving perthemasce within the Cl) specifications of ±109e. 
Reticle A 	Reticle B 	Reticle b 
11ImI11ImI1 
lOOnrn/ 1:10 	lOOnm / 1:10 	lOOrtmJ 1:10] 






4. METROLOGY STRUCTURE DATA 
The phase metroky atswturea on the mask were measured on a Lasetlec 248nm tool on a Spin grating. 
The depth of the phase trench was also measured on an automated Veeco Metrology Dissension 900)M-
PM atomic force microscope (AFM). The depth measured was used to calculate the phase using material 
constants of n = 1510288, k = 0. The depth taken was the difference between the 0' and ISO' openings. 
This data is shown in table I where there is a very good correlation between the Lasertec direct phase 
measurement and the calculated phase. 
ELA RetB Ret C RetD 
Deka Phase Depth (nm) 2547 2419 245.4 2477 248.4 
Thane Calculated 8m Depth 
1886 181.8 1792 1835 184.0 (deg) 
Lasertec Phase (deg) 197.1 1810 1797 I83.2 1 i9 
Delta Phase - Calculated to 
1.5 0.8 45 0.3 1.1 Lasertec 
Table I Calculated phase from phase depth and measured phase from Lasertec toot 
5. PATTERN STRUCTURE DATA 
In fgure 5, the etched trench depth in each mask is plotted as a function of the space width A clear trend 
can be seen where the assailer spaces have a much deeper phase trench It is important to note that this 
trend is true for all of the etch techniques used. This trend had previously been noted by other researchers 
[5J who used only an RIE etch, however this data indicates the etch tool used does not seem to be the 
primary source of the vanatmon, this may be due more to pattern loading. Examining the graph we can see 
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that the depth is fafl1' constant for the larger opeasnge. However when we reach about 400nnt (IX) 
openings the trenches begin to deepen, the rate o(dcpth change then increases when we reach about I SOm,i 
(IX) No good fit was found to that rate o(&pthchge 
I---- — 
Trench _•• • 
Speos (nm) 
80 240 400 560 720 880 1040 1200 
•A90/270R1E 	 080/18OICP 
C 0/180 ICP+ISO <0 Dual Trench RIE 
A E0/18ORIE 
Figure 5 Trench depth vs. elehed opening width (IX). 
A very imponant piece of data obtained was the difference in depth semi between the different trench 
widths. Table 2 shows the depth range for each of the masks and also the calculated phase difference this 
corresponds to. A very large differences in phase can be seen, much beyond the phase control called for in 
the ITRS roadmap. Of concern is the difference between the sesy begs features (>1200nni in figure 5) and 
the smallest. The large features correspond to the dimensions of the features used for mask metrology. 
These features, as can be seen in table I. achieved close to the IW Isrgct However the difference in phase 
indicated in table 2 would suggest that for the smallest features the phase achieved is considerably off that 
desired. This phase error would strongly interact with any aberrations Jwcacnt in the lens. 
Relic Depth Range (nno Phase (deg) Etch 
A 12 9.0 R1E9Of270 
B 22 162 XY(1/l50 
C 31 22.7 KY 4 ISO()/ 180 
1) 30 22.1 RlE22tk400 
IS 11.2 RIEO/ta) 
Table 2. Range of trench depths and corresponding calculated phase difference. 
46 CONCLUSION 
Masks have been built with the sane layout but using five different manufacturing techniies. The image 
qusliri of the chrome layer varied but did ant seem to correspond to the type ol'tnask writer used, it would 
appear that the process used is the dominant factor. All masks could achieve dick target phase in the 
metrolog structures of Stun. where a good correlation was found between direct phase measurement using 
a Lascrtcc tool and the phase calculated from depth measurements taken by AF'M. The phase trench depth 
in the smallest spaces, corresponding to the most critical dimensions, was found to be greatly different to 
the depth in the metrology structure. The corresponding phase difference was found to be up to 22 1. No 
cleat relationship was found between the type of etch used and the phase trench depth change indicating 
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Wavelength Dependant Mask Defect Inspection and Printing. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we use simulations to establish the sow of quartz defects we need to detect in allcnirig aperture phase shifting 
masks (altPtM) when imaged in hthjs NA 248rin and 193nm 4X riqxzsrc systems. Such as those that will be used at the 
I 3(imn antI IIX)rass technology nodes. [late will be presented showing that smaller defects in the omiTs of the shifted space 
than at the edge of the space come the allowable CD variation to be reached It will be shown that the most sensitive position 
for a quartz defect in a shifted space is not at the edge or centre of the space, but rather at a point between these two. We will 
then use advanced simulation techniques, that take into account the extra non-planar incident waves we mist consider in LX 
imaging, to establish how these defects are 'seen' by IX actinic and non-actinic mask inspection systems. The relatively large 
effect upon the transmitted aerial usage of a defect man actinic inspection, especially for defects lathe centre of the shifted 
space, when compared to a non-ectinic inspection will be shown 
Keywords: alternating PSM, actinic inspection, quartz defects, high NA 
I) INTRODUCTION 
In lithography today we are rapidly developing new exposure tool systems that are using lower and lower wavelengths of 
light to print the features that are required by today's advanced IC devices. However, this is not enough and we are utilising 
other teobruques such as phase-shifting masks to help In combination this leads to a great increase in the complexity of the 
masks and their inspection becomes very clellasprig. In particular the use of alternating aperture phase-Shifting masks 
(altPSM), first proposed by Levinson and co-workers in 1982 [1), are just now being introduced into pilot manufacturing 
and so the need to complete a rigorous inspection of a production mask is only now facing us as a 'must do' 
To successfully inspect a mask we msst consider two major factcav whet types and dimensions of defects are critical anti is 
the inspection toed we are using capable. Establishing the size of defect we have to detect is very difficult, as these defects 
are at or around the limits of mask lithography and processing, making controlled production for testing very difficult. To 
overcome this we can use simulation to predict the effects upon the desired image of the defects wader study. The majority of 
lithography simulators use approximations to produce an aerial usage from an altPSl( These approximations do not take 
into account the losses that occur from scatter in the mask, and therefor p -ockice aerial images with equal intensity between 
the shifted and unshifted spaces. To produce a more accurate simulation, which takes into accceai losses in the mask 
substrate, we must accurately establims the amplitude and phase of the light from both of these regions To do this we can 
utilise electro-magnetic field simulation (EMP) to establish a more accurate picture of the light that has propagated through 
the mask Fortunately much work has been completed in this field and today a number of simulators have been developed 
that can be used to calculate this 12,31. In this paper one such simulator, TEMPEST, has been used to complete these 
calculations. However, judging whether the tool is capable remains very much an empirical process. We will demonstrate in 
this paper some work simulating IX inspection systems, both actinic and non-actinic, and the type of aerial image a 
transmission inspection on these tools may produce. 
2) METHOD 
The EMF simulations used in this paper were calculated using the TEMPEST simulator crirsiuly developed at UC Berkeley 
[2J. The input files for this, as well as the aerial images from the propagated waves, were produced taring the Interplay and 
Aerial products from Panoramic Technologies. The dimensions were obtained using some in-house programs written in 
MATLAB. 
Firstly it is important to establish the defect free process window, so we may then coolant the effect of the defect under 
study. The defect free aerial images produced were analysed and the threshold giving the desired feature dimension 
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obtained. owe the aerial images in the defect cases was calculated, this threshold was used to give the dimeiwion for each 
To rq,resell the 130nn technology node a mask with a 90ran hoe and 170Un space was simulated, (in all macs in this paper 
the disnaisiasi quoted are the IX, i.e. on wafer dimensasia, the only exception being the defect dinensiom, which are on 
mask dimomiom.) For this node we chose a 248nm 4X cxpoujre tool with a NA of 0.75 and partial coherence (a) of 0.3. 
For the l0(ss node a mask with a 70im, line arid 130ran space was used imaged in a 193ma 4X smamar witha NA of 0.78 
and partial coherence of 0.3 These exposure tools are examples of the types expected to be used at these nodes Simulations 
using this 193,vn tool were also rim using a 70mm line with 350wn ace, and 50nm line with 350imn *ace, The defects 
studied were idealised square defects placed in the shifted space. For the 90mi line/I lOran space and lOnm Iine/I30raii 
se cases the defect was placed either in the centre or edge of the shifted space. For the 70nin hne/350un space and 50ra 
line!3S0im space the defect sire was fixed and its position within the shifted space varied. 
3) DEFECT PRINTABILITY RESULTS 
3.1) Defect size 
Figure 1 shows the defect free process window for the 130nm case to be 0 3tun and 025tm for the I00sm case (is the 
figure only one side of focus is shown). The critical dimension (CD) of the I 3thun node and l0onm node with defect can is 
shown in figure 2. For each node the CD has been calculated at best focus and at the defocus value at the edge of the defect 
free process window. It is interesting to note that the actual printing of the defect does not set the process window, it is the 
disturbance of the aerial image and the change in CD (a CD tolerance of ±10% has been allowed,) that defines the critical 
defect size In the 130nm node case centre defects we tolerable tç to 140nm. For edge defects it was greater thw this; in 
both cases the defects are more aitical at beg focus than at defocus. At the lOthim node the centre defects of lOCitus and 
greater result in mar than I 0/. CD variation as do edge defects of I Sormi or greater. Again best focus is more sensitive than 
defocus. For both node cases, the defocused aerial image is more tolerant of the defects, this is likely due to the fact that in 
these features the CD is smaller when defocused. an when the aerial image is broadened by the defect it has more margin 
until it exceeds' the maximum allowable CD 
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Figare 2. CD vs defect use for the 130,m node one (led) and 100,,. node one (right). Defects in the centre and at the edec of the 
stifled space we duown at twit lUcas seat it dethon values eçiiig to the eie of the defect free process window.  
31) Defect psitulum 
To study the effect of the defect position a number of simulations were nat where the defect dimension was held coss1 but 
its position within the shifted smce vwsed. This work was completed for one of the semi-dense ones already used and more 
isolated cam. Three fealties were used 10inni line with IYiran sp (the defect being I3(wn). 70nm tine with a 350mm 
space (the defect being 130v1n,) and 50un bear with a 350nnu speor (the defect being lOOrin) Fcir all, the imaging system 
was the 4X 193nm sesiv. 0.78NA and 03o Figure 3 shows the CD vs position of the defect edge from the edge of the 
shifted space The semi-dame cases studied em-tier showed that a defect in the centre of the shifted apace had much more 
effect than am at the edge. The left phi in figure 3 shows that the effect of the defect in the sinni-datse case (70mm 
linef130nenspace) is again much greater in the centre, but the maximum effect is when the defect is mid-way between the 
edge and centre. In the 70inm IineI350nen space, the defect has the largest effect ixei the feature dimension when it is 
–35mm from the edge of the chrome feature as can be seen in the middle plot of figure 3. By the time the defect is –105mm 
away in the best focus case the CD variation is less than 10% For the defocus one the defect must be more than 175mm 
away before the CD variation is below 10%. When the Iinewidih is redisted to 50,sn the l0(an defect causes the largest Cl) 
variation when --nn front the edge, this can be seat in the right plot in figias 3 At beat focus this defect must be more 
then 140rin from the edge for a vm'iaticat below 10' however when defocused this increases to greater than 175m. 
* — 
regmes. .0 vs paunen iron M 	ulitwe space Ice a tiulin detect with iQiun hlnelIJOeIn space (di). 13nn dedict with 70mm 
hn&350mn s.ee (centre) and i I 00mm defect with a SOres lineI350,sn umee (fight). The (waging tool itmilsted was 4X 193,as, 
078NA,0.3o 
Examination of the Cl) variation versus defocus for the defect free isolated structure situaticem. with these linewidths. is 
shown in figure 4 These plots indicate that as the defocus increases so does the CD, this is the opposite of the previously 
studies cases shown in figure 1. In the case of more isolated features such as this, the defects actually have more effect upon 
the CD as they broaden further an already widatiig aerial usage 
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4) DEFECT INSPECTION 
Many of the see inspection systems we use today ma optically sony diffa'eatfro.n the exposure took the tusks we used in. 
While they may use toonimnisein, as wa do for exposure, they may also add to this a reflected inspection. Another major 
difference is that they lend to be IX sailing tool.. w4ievese the exposure tools ma in the main 4X redaction systems. 
Simulation of s , IX insgmg sydeno compared to a4X system is complicated by the many more thfadiom orders gathered in 
the IX syateno. To ccenpesossts for this sas cau no longer simply tee zero single incident waves but mud also include non. 
prependicuhe incident wuvcs (4). The relative source positions of these should be calculated to tee into consideration not 
only the wavelength being used but also the lens NA and the domain being studied. 
Aerial Image Intensity 	 ACnI1 Image Intensity 
(j5&-t 1JA-J :1o,.).EMS 4 
I I I I I f\ f\ f\ '1 
S 11111 1 	 t t J\J \J'
Aerial Image Intcu'.it, 	 Aerial Image Intensity 
- 	...- 	 .4 	 crr 	 C-i).*Rt:-.z 
11111 
Ft,sc 5. Asoil in'agc freon IX imagioi ootonoaonth 0. 7NA for • 257rsn soosce (top) sod 193— loxec (booton,) on mad. soth 70om, 
hno/130ran opsu end a I00mo defect in the middle of the shifted space. 
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Actual stspectionsofphotomasks are fixttisr complicated by the use of non-actinic wvskngdaa. Some 01 the Istest took use 
solid-state sources emitting at 237mm 151 Cooaideriig a transmissive imaging mystsso, we have calcalated the asi-jal uuge 
produced by thi& We have named a NA of 0.7. p.11.1 coherence 40.99 and the relevant incident orders of light (from the 
planes 01 incidence, being restricted by periodicity The serial images for a 25 7a system and 193mm illuminated system, 
for the 70am Iins/130am spece,ith 100am canm -s defect we ihowa in ftnre 5. The figure shows .viewoltbs aerial image 
isteuly to the inS and a crow section through the defect on the right. As can be seen the aerial image is not greatly 
disturbed by the defect as the 25 7m system (top) but is much more greatly disturbed as the 193mm illuminated "em 
Sheulations were also made for the 70am11.eJI30nm pace cane with a 150mm defect at the edge of the defted pace. The 
optical systems were .snnned to be the mate and the aerial images are shown as figure 6. For the 257nw system the edge 
defect causes a much greater disturbance in the aerial image than for the contra, defect, though spin the 193am i8umi*sd 
system is asore greatly effected. 
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Figtxc6. Aer.iI ,oui t,om IX rnaiiig s5tana indi 0.7NA Sara 257mm s ,ia (to,} sod 193irn, oe (bouorn) onak.itb70mn 
line/130..0 ips and si SOtan defect at the edge .5 th0 thu*cd space. 
To father explore the capability of the transmissive inspection systems emulation, wana nm for both ilkimination 
weveleaØbs shag higher NA lens aeftasgs Figure 7 shows the aerial inages for 70am the/I 30kan puce with 100am ceatre 
defect for tools with 257am source (top) and 193nm sonic. (bottom). The left-band plot shown a NA of 0.8 and the right 
hand a NA 010.9 in each wavelength. It can be seen for the 257um tool .bat increasing the NA to 0.9 does me the aenni 
image at the defect mote prominent. however when compared to the 193nmn scente the difference is still significantly 1cm. 
5) DISCUSSION 
The dimeninons of the defects calculated in this work can be compaced to the fllt.S roadinap, asummay of which is shows 
in table I. The roashnapcalls fca- adefect limit of lOOnm at the 130nm technology node, the work here indicated that defects 
p to 140am were tolerable for the cane studied hems. At the 100am technology node the ITRS value is 8Onm, this compares 
to lOOmmi derived here. ft should be noted that the canes studied here in no way cover all of the potentials for their nodes to 
I I easily possible that more sensitive cane, exist. The aerial mege has not been coupled into the least is these studies, this 
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now she heighten the effects One very intet-eiig observation was lbst mall csem studied the mod sensitive position for a 
defect is between the edge and contra, of. thifted space. not at either extreme,  
The IX inspection simulations indice thatactmic inspection is .igedirwifty mmn seunhive dust  am-actinic inipedia. 
This is especially evident in the case of defects in the met., of the shifted çnee sthers the dillieresce in serial image 
eutessly bdtwen with defect and defect free positions is difficult to defect. The ssneitiviy of .on.ctisic mapection can be 
improved by isawassig the NA of the inspection symn 
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kncIUtken spice and n Mass defect ad the edge sides dafted space. Per each wsvda,gth the led-Imid pint shows aMA .io.8 and the 
right bond a NA of 0.9. 
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6) CONCLUSIONS 
Simulation studies show tIm nestler defects ot the cectre of. shifted space dims of the edge result in the Issu, of Cl) 
tolerance brig i.ached. in semi-dense potter.s the defect, have greeter effect et beet focus tine at the edge of the focus 
window, wbswi in more isolated case, the defects have greater effect at defocus The most sensitive position for a defect is 
not at the edge or centre of the shifted space but rather at a position between these two- Detection of defect. in the cent.-e of a 
shifted space is siguirkantly mmm difficult in  non-.ctinic transmission inspection than in on actinic inspection. For defects 
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Electrical CD Characterisation of Binary and 
Alternating Aperture Phase Shifting Masks 
S. Smith, M. McCallum, A.J. Walton aiid J.T.M Stevenson 
II. TEST STRUCTURES 
Many of the reewat advancems In optical lithography bay. 
been d.lven by the etlibetlom of complea pboto.o..ka as-
lag Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) or ph... .1.1*-
log t.ehnoiogias. Time maW me dIlilcoit and wapemixe 
to maoucture .o the ability to teat and rhararterise the 
mast making prowaims b very Important. This paper ex-
arnim'o the bane. Involved In the uea of relatively low con 
Eha-trical Critical Dlnwo.km (ECO) nlamaorernant of .mak 
f.strn'.e, Modified cons-bridge teat atrortar.s have been 
&nigood to allow the on-mask m uremeM of dons, and 
lanlatod, binary and phase thiltad layout.. The ranults of 
electrical and Critical Dl.m,nalou Scanning Electron MI- 
crowopo (CD-8EM) testing of these atructorea are pee- 
seated and Indicate the borer variabIlIty .a.00latad .4th 
BCD umeremenla, In particular the .dverew effect of 
ph... shIfting elements on the accuracy of SEM .nsanme. 
meet. I. highlighted. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Economic considerations mean that optical lithography 
is the (hat choice for mass production of Ultra Large-
Scale Integrated (ULSI) circuits. As the drive for smaller 
and smaller feature sixes continues, techniques which al-
low imaging of features much smaller than the wavelength 
of the exposure light have become important (1). These 
techniques include Optical Proximity Correction (OPC), 
nfl' axis illumination, pupil filtering and the use of Phase 
Shifting Masks (PSM) (21. 
Masks which utilise OPC and phase shifting tech-
niques are more complex to manufacture than conven-
tional masks and so the ability to text and characterise the 
mask is very Important. Most schemes for mask metrol-
ogy require either optical testing or, as geometries reduce, 
measurement with a CD-SEM system. Both of three tech-
niques are expensive in terms of equipment and testing 
Costa. A lees expensive option would be to use electrical 
test structures such as the cross bridge lint-width struc-
ture. Binary and phase shift masks have been used to 
print test structures before [3]. This paper takes the con-
cept a step further by placing test structures on the mask 
and measuring them in a similar manner to that described 
in reference [4]. The results from the on-mask test struc-
tures can be compared with zneasurenwnts made on sim-
ilar structures which will be printed using a different eec-
rico of the photomatik. 
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The standard test structure used to memure the elec-
trical critical dimension of a conducting track Is the cross. 
bridge linewidth structure [5]. The cross bridge structure 
consists of two different sections. The first is it Greek 
cross [6( which is a type of van der Pauw, sheet reels-
tastes measurement structure (7] [8]. The snicoud part 
is a bridge resistive structure which Is used in conjunc-
tion with the value of sliest resistance (R.) to extract the 
electrical linewidth (9]. 
A. Greek Crnaa Test Slrv.chin'a 
The Greek cross is  four-terminal van der Pause, sheet 
resistance test structure. It allows Ihe measurement of the 
sheet resistance (R5) of a conducting film with a constant 
thickness and uniform material resistivity. The method 
of extracting the sheet resistance from such a structure 
is described in reference (101. In short, four Kelvin resis-
tance measurements are perfitrmed. the results are aver-
aged (R 0 ,.,) and the sheet resistance is calculated using 
R.=!9L 	 (1) 
This equation can be used when the structure displays 
90 degree rotational symmetry (11]. The error introduced 
by any asymmetry can be reduced by using a correction 
factor f. as described in references [10] and 1111. 
B Bridge Linewidth Structures 
Once a seine of)?, for the conducting material is known 
then it can be used to calculate the lincwidth of the bridge 
part of the test structure [5]. The method used to ex-
tract the E(A) using a cross-bridge structure in described 
in reference (9]. Firstly the resistance of the bridge sec-
tion (R8) is found using a Kelvin measurement then the 
llnewidth can be calculated using 
- - R.Lst 
(2) 
RD 
where Lo is the length of the bridge section. 
The accuracy of the linewidtlm measurement depends 
mainly art the error introduced by the finite width of the 
voltage tape at either end of the bridge [4 1 They have the 
effect of widening the line in these regions which makes 
the bridge seem shorter than it is. This can be mininiised 
by following the design constraint that the bridge length 
Ln is much greater then the tap width (12]. 
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C. PSM Test Sb'wctseea 
Cross-bridge tea structures which were developed to 
investigate metal damascene Interconnect ptoes have 
been adapted for use with alternating phase shifting 
masks. In the"dense" test structures the electrically 
measured line is surrounded by floating lines and phase 
shifting regions in a similar way to the AItPSM test sites 
described in reference (3). This is illustrated in figure 1. 
f i ll 	T_iu Fig- 3. Pbosogrsph of the actual plowe thifnng aoack with a deer p view of the layout of our of the sets of on-aunk ten struclues. 
III. Siearr R.ZSISTANCL Miasueeusrcrs 
Fig. 1. Sectlos, of FSM irsa structure layout. The blac* .me are 
the dooane blorkass while the shaded .me are regime of 1500  phase 
shift. This as a structure with a Ih,awldth of l.Spm wad a line to 
a.m ratio of Il. 
The NM layout contains test structures with on mask 
linewidthz of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 
l.flpin. Bridge structures with line to space ratios of 1:1, 
1:1.5, 1:2, 13, 1:5 and 1:10 were designed for each of the 
feature sizes. There are two sets of dense structures with 
different arrangements of the dummy lines around the 
Greek mas. The first set resemble figure 1, where the 
Boating lines follow the shape of the crone, and these will 
be referred to as"L-Type" structures. In the second set 
the unmeasured lines run up to the vertical contact arms 
of the a-me and stop short as they do in the bridge section 
of the structure. This set will be referred to as "I-Type" 
test structures. The full layout Is a 14 x 10 array of test 
structures with probe pads which can be probed cm-mask 
using a standard 2 x n probe card. This includes two iso-
lated linewidth structures for each feature size. A second 
layout has also been designed where the probe pads are 
scaled so that when the structures are printed using a 4x 
exposure tool the pads will be the same size as those de-
signed for on-mask measurement. Figure 2 shows lines 
witha CD of 91m which were printed In photoresist us-
ing the 0.4 pm features on the photomask. 
11111 
Fig. 2. SEM image of Slam. wide Ilnin prmted usng a S202 orwancr 
(0.6N A) and the phase shift mask used In 11th study. 
The layout with the large pads has been repeated three 
Limes on the mask, once with the phase shifting elements 
removed to give binary structures. The version with the 
small pads (or on-mask testing is repeated 24 times on the 
mask and again 8 of these are binary features. A picture 
of the mask can be seen in figure 3 along with a closeup 
of the layout for on-mask probing. 
The Anti-Reflective (AR) coating of thronuusn oxide on 
the mask presents a challenge when electrically probing 
the devices (13). Initial attempts to use a standard 2 x 4 
probe card designed to probe aluminium pads were unable 
to make reliable electrical contact became the AR coating 
was too hard for the probe tips to penetrate. However, It 
was found that steerable probes on a manual probe station 
were able to contact the chromium. It should be noted 
that considerable force was required to malts contact but 
no scratching of the pads was observed. Sheet resistance 
measurements were made on the Greek a-me section of 
one of the isolated binary 1.5pm structures. The mea-
surements were very noisy partly became the potentials 
were being measured using Source Monitor Units (SMUs) 
which did not have a high enough resolution for low volt-
ages. The repeatability was significantly improved by us-
ing higher currents as can be seen in figure 4. 
'1 
0 W '0110w ----- w --- 'wean 
Fig. 4. Ruha of Kelvin meauremeuls made on a throne Gunk 
none stnlcture as the force current one soept front, IpA to mA. 
One interesting result was that although the repeata-
bility at low currents was quite poor, a large number of 
measurements at a set force current typically resulted In 
almost the same mean value. Sets of 200 measurements 
were made over a short space of time at five force currents 
ranging from lOpA to imA. The mean value of V/I and 
the standard deviation calculated for each current setting 
is plotted in figure 5. 
The results indicate that although the repeatability 








es.. ns, Inn) 
Fig. S. Mean values and atandard deviation of V/I versus force 
current for a chronse Creek clans structure. 
these high currents do not appear to lead to joule heating 
and a change in resistance. As the repeatability of the 
measurement is ainmet t he same at 5OO15A and liiiA it 
was decided that the lower current should be used for any 
further rneasureIuenIs as a precaution against damaging 
the structure under test. 
The Greek cross part of the test structure was mea-
sured 200 times at four different orieutation.q with a force 
current of SOOtnA and the results are presented in table I. 
TABLE I 
Resect, op KeLVra Ur.AStJRgMsaTS MADE ON A GuEr.x cRoss 
Tnt? STRICTrRE WITH A PONCE ti:uRErnT OF 0OOA 
Orientation Mean V/I (II) (0) B. 
+0° 5.30249 1.078 24.0329 
-0" 5.351310 0.102 21.31)91 
+90" 5.23085 1.061 23.7083 
-90° 0.10126 0.105 21.5504 
Average 5.3240 24.1326 
The measured s1iI resistance of 24.1311/0 is similar 
to a reported value of 19.40/0 for chrome without an AR 
coating [4]. The measurements in table I show a factor 
of ten difference between the standard deviations mea-
sured with forward and reverse currents. The reason for 
the difference in variability is not clear but it may he te-
lated to probe contact problems. However, it does seem 
that contact resistance significantly affects the tneasure-
ment as the values of mean V/f obtained are lower for the 
orientations with is larger standard deviation. 
The chromium oxide coating was removed by a very 
short etch in an acltuv)us solution of ceric arnmomuln ni-
trate and acetic acid. This meant that a test system is-
tag a probe card and semi-automatic probe station could 
then he used. This system uses a voltmeter with a higher 
resolution which providing more repeatable and precise 
measurements. However, isolated 1.51im structures front 
one of the binary and one of the phase shifted layouts 
were tested first using the manual probe station to obtain 
further information about, the effect of the measurement 
current on the results. Figure 6 shows the mean sheet 
resistance plotted against the force current while figure 7 
shows the standard deviation. 
There are a number of conclusions that call he drawn 
Fig. 6. Mean values of ft, against force current For chrome Greek 
cress lttr)iCLurre. 
Fig. 7. Standard deviation of I?, against force cnn-mt for chrome 
Greek eras structures. 
from these results. Firstly the shapes of the curves are 
very similar to thoise in figure 5 indicating that a force 
current of 500pA could again be used to obtain repeatable 
results. However. the values of standard deviation are sig-
nificantly lower than the previous results which suggests 
that most of the variability of the measurements utade 
on the unetched structures was probably due to noise in-
troduced by poor probe contacts. Secondly there is an 
offset of 0.33411/0 (roughly 1.2%) between the average 
sheet resistances from the phase shifted and binary struc-
tures when nwasured with a current of 500pA. This may 
have been due to variation of the sheet resistance across 
the mask plate. The sheet resistances measured after the 
chromium oxide was removed were typically 40/0 higher 
than before which indicates there was some overetriting 
of the dironic features. 
Next, one complete set of structures (see figure 3) from 
the binary section and one from the phase shifted region 
were measured using the higher resolution system and the 
semi-automatic probe station. The sheet resistance Inca-
vuretnents have been averaged together for each feature 
sirs (figure 8) and the standard deviation calculated (fig-
tire 9) to give some measure of the variation with pitch. 
Front figure 8 it can he seen that sheet resistance in-
creases monotonically for designed feature sizes above 
t).Tptn. Similarly the variation of the sheet resistance tie-
creases as the littewidth increases. The most interesting 
results are observed for the narrow, phase shifted, L-type 
structures. The memi sheet resistance increases as the 






Fig. S. Mean values of R. against feature min for cnstne G,oek 	Fig. LU Average tOrch crest azymrnetry facto. - FA sTrata feature 
Cr suwturm. 	 size For chrome stnrtores. 
0.0 	0 III' 	2 
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Pig. 9. Standard deviation of R, against leather sine for rhrtne 
Greek cram structures. 
pitch. It is only on the L-type structures (see figure 1) 
that the phase shifting elements can significantly affect 
the extracted valise of sheet, resistance. 
Figure 10 shows the average asyinnietry factor F4 [lOj 
plotted against the feature size. Provided F.t is less than 
0.1. the correction factor f is insignificant and the sheet 
resistance can be calculated using equation (1). It is clear 
from figure 10 that there is no significant asymmetry in 
the binary and 1-type phase shifted structures except for 
those with the smallest features. Even then the largest 
correction required to the value of R,9 is only about 0.3%. 
The phase shifted 1.-type structures, however, show sig-
nificant and swstematic asymmetry. The maximum value 
of F,, is observed for the 0.4pm crosses and would require 
a 2.27, correction to the extracted sheet resistance. How-
ever, this effect cannot account for the high values of RS  
measured with these structures. It is possible that the 
effect of etching the phase shifting elements on the geom-
etry of these Greek crosses leads to current crowding and 
joule heating during measurement. 
IV. ELECTRICAL LINEWIDTH MEASUREMENTS 
Initial lneasurense.nts of the resistance of a nominal 
1.5piu wide track were performed using the manual prob-
ing system before the oxide was removed and the results 
are presented in table H. 
It should be noticed that the standard deviations oh- 
TABLE II 
Reslils or KvLvm MEASUREMENTS MADE ON A O8U000 LusEwireru 
S11Wcfl'utE WITH A 0.010(0. (IRCEST OF 50055. 
Direction 	tlrau tteviscanro'(0) 	O (0) 
Forward 	 (7+0.22 	2.4537 
I 	Resets,. i;72'l3 I 2 ?2T09 
A— rage 	 (72)75 
served when making the bridge measurements are pro-
portionately much smaller (w 0.035%) than for the R, 
measurements where or was almost 20% for some mea-
surements. This is probably because the voltages being 
measured are much higher for the bridge structures than 
for the crosses. Taking the average bridge rceistance from 
table 11 will using it in equation (2) along with the average 
sheet resist.suice fruits table I gives an electrical hinewidth 
(II',,) of 1.4341A rn The nominal value of linewidth was 
11pm so the electrical width is about 4.4% less than this. 
If (1w individual values of J?, from each measurement ori-
entation are used to calculate linewidth figures using the 
average bridge resistance it can be seen that the mea-
surements which showed the best repeatability provide 
values of ECD closest to the nominal linewidth. The 
linewidth results and the standard deviations of the sheet 
resistances can he seen in table IlL 
TABLE Ut 
SUEEi REsISTANCE, S1ANDARI) DEVIATION OF R. AND LISEWIDTUS 
FOR EACH GREEK 01(055 MEA5OJI0EMF.NT ORIENTATION. 
Orlentatios Mean R tO/fl) e15. (11/0) 11'L tiara) 
+0 240325 4.886 1.425 
21.3091 (1.492 .445 
+900 23.7053 I,S09 1.4(19 
9O0 24.4(404 0.459 1.155 
There are two main sources for variability in electrical 
CD measurements, firstly the measurement of the resis-
tance of the bridge itself and secondly the value of sheet 
resistance used in the liuiewidth calculation. The first can 
be minimised through the choice of measurement current 
and, as is clear from the results in table II, makes up a 
very small proportion of the measured resistance. The 
sheet resistance variability is more of a problem. The re-
stilts presented in figures 8 and 9 indicate that the value 
A28 
of R5 extracted from the structures and the variability of 
the measurement with pitch it a function of Feature size. 
This it particularly dear for the measurensizits made on 
phase shifted [-type crosses. For this reason it was de-
cided that the average if the sheet resistances extracted 
from the 1-51= structures should be used. The values are 
28.50/0 For the phase shifted structures and 28.40/0 for 
the binary structures. 
CD-SEN measurement of these structures has also been 
pse*wsned and figure 11 shows the electrical and SEN 
measurement results for the L-type, isolated structures.  
linewkfth structures with a mark to spare ratio of 1:2 and 
the results are presented in figure 13. 
sense,. 
--------- 
Iig. 11. Mewed liaewidth semis the designed Cl) kw heisted 
istege emctw 
It is clear from these results that there is an offset be-
twami the electrical and SEN measuralnesits. This it to 
expected as systematic differences of a similar sizeare 
cxgumoss between electric-al linewidth measurements and 
other CD metrology techniques [14], [15]. Plotting the 
data in this any makes it difficult to visualize the o&set 
because of the large range if widths. Figure 12 shoes the 
results of subtracting each of the measured widths from 
the drawn width. 
Fig. 12. Designed linewidtt ames the measured CI) plaited against 
the designed width for heisted bridge structures. 
This identifies the offset between the electrical and SEM 
measurements which varies liven a maximum of -008pnt 
down to a minimum of -0.02ua. However, there is no 
obvious trend with feature size. The issue operation has 
been performed with the Cl) measurements of the dense 
Fig. 13. Designed linewkltb mi the mered CD platted against 
the designed width (or 1,2 ,e bridge stmcturns. 
The most important leant to notice hen' is the offset be-
tween the electrical and SEN reauha for the phase shifted 
structure which is about twice that observed fix the bi-
nary structures. For CD-SEN hnewidth measurement the 
threshold selected to define the edge of the feature has a 
systematic effect on the extracted width. It is possible 
that the presence of the alternating phase shifting ele-
ments affect the SEM image so that the tracks appear 
significantly wider than expected. Unfortunately no SEN 
images are available of the phase shifted structures but 
figure 14 shows a typical image obtained frtan the bi-
nary section of the mask. Charging of the mask in the 
SEN chamber meant that the images obtained had poor 
contrast which is undesirable when attesuptiug to make 
accurate Cl) measurements. 
Fig. 14. 5kM hn.g, ,I - ,mn,.11 U. Tj.sn '5 	binury fat- 
The results presented in figures 12 and 13 suggest that 
the difference between the measured and designed width 
is not a function of the Iinewidth. However, if the dense 
structure results are plotted as a function of the mark to 
space ratio for a certain linewidtb it becomes clear that 
there is a significant proximity effect on the width of the 
bridge resistor. Figure 15 shows the electrical and SEN 
CD results for dense 0.41nn structures. 
The difference between the designed and measured 
widths increases as the mark to space ratio becomes 
smaller. This means that the measured width of the line 
decreases as the spacing between it and the surrounding 
dummy tradit increases. 
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be-tar-en 11w eiet-ttic.aJ and SEM measurements. The mask 
-0 will be used to print test structures which will also heroes-
sured electrically. These results will be compared with 
on-mask measurements to obtain information about the 




Fig. IS. Designed Ih,cwlrith minus the measured CI) plotted against 
mark to spare yalta for 0.1gm, dense bridge structures. 
V. Coctusiores 
The preliminary measurements indicated that it is pos-
sible to probe test structures on chrome masks with anti-
reflective coatings. However, suspected probe related 
problems make the Ineasureluents less repeatable than 
when probing the etched chrome pads. 
The ,neaaurejnet,ts made on Greek cross structures 
show that tha variability of the extracted sheet resistance 
is reduced by increasing the size of the cross, as in refer-
ence [16]. Future on-music test Structure layouts should 
use very large Greek crosses, or possibly box crosses. for 
R5 extraction rather than following the ministiun, feature 
size of the bridge section. 
It is clear that the etching of the phase shifting elements 
has a strong effect on the geon let ry of the L- typecross 
structures. This leatls to large errors in the very narrow 
crosses which cannot he renittu'ed through the use of the 
correction factor f. Further work will include the use of 
an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) to investigate these 
structures in an at tempt to fully explain these results. 
The electrical linewidth measurements show that the 
tracks are significantly narrower than the designed width 
and this may be partly due to the etching process used to 
remove the anti-reflective coal lug. Tie-re is also a system-
atic offset between binary said phase shifted dense tracks. 
Finally there is a proximity effect caused by the dummy 
tracks in the dense structures which makes the closely 
packed lines wider than those that are more generously 
spaced. 
Differences have been demonstrated between CD-SEM 
and electrical measurements with the electrical results be-
ing more repeatable. As expected there is a systematic 
offset between the electrical and SEM results obtained 
from the binary structures. \'bint was unexpected was 
that the phase shifted lines, which appeared to be electri-
cally narrower than the binary structures, were measured 
on the CD-SEM system as being significantly wider. This 
may be due to the phase shifters causing confusion about 
the position of the line edge. 
Future work will include AFM scans of these structures  
which should help identify the reasons for the differences 
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Electrical Dimension Characterisation of Binary and Alternating 
Aperture Phase-Shifting Masks 
Martin McCaJlwn, Stcwait SIOOT, Alan LiUIntOI'C, 
Anthony J.Wahont and J.Tom M. Stevcnsont 
Nikon Precision Europe; ChnbH, Nikon Cowl, Kittlon Campon, Livmgs*on EH54 7DL, UK 
'Schoolof Engisceting and Electronics, SMC, University of Edinburgh, King's Buildings, 
Edinburgh EH9 3W, UK 
This mpor presents the use of spacaaflv designed cleottically testable stinutwea to measure and cbmacaam knewidihe 
on both binary end alternating aperture phase-shilling mash (attPM]. The technique behind the use of these modified 
cross-tsidge suuotures is oq,Lanmt together with the specific designs used to characterize both done and isolated 
katuies The practicality of measiuulg masks with and without am-reflective cluuiniwn tho,ode arc discussed and the 
the thifuesare in the repeatsktility or the meenwunesu, is presented CD SEM measurements of these features on 
ccstqtsral with three obtained electrically and an excellent entretation between the eteuttiusl dimension (ECD) and the 
dimension measured both on mask and wider by SEM is shown 
1) ENTRODUC1I(M4 
In lithography today we on rapidly developing new exposure tool systems that are using lower and lower wavduigtha 
of light to pont the featucs that on reqithad by todays advanced IC devces However, reduding the wevdergtti by 
itself is not enough and so to help in the drive to etnafler gesmetrius we on also utilizing other  methods this  involve 
vary usnpticated photocteeks using tedmiqura such as Optical Pecrinnity Correction (OPC) and pliase-shifling. These 
photottaska obviously also require very small features to be dearly patterned and we consequently difficult and 
ncpeiatve to manufacture. Hence, an accurate and mbust capability to tent aid charsctene the mask making piocess is 
vary intportanl However device manufacturers biow, entail dimensions on not easy to ancusatety mmawc nang 
conventional optical measurement took. As a result tools such as SEMs are employed to achieve the resolution and 
accuracy required. These toots on prohibitively ecparnive and also crane with technical problems. One of the major 
issues with mask metrology is our wish to measure conductive features on an Insulating base. This situation is bearable 
on silicon but exceedingly difficult to deal with on phototnenks. Thin paper exaimnes the issues involved in the use of 
relatively low cost Electrical Critical Dimension (ECD) mcusinetnent of mask features This technique has the twin 
advantages that it requires relatively low coat equipment and scttesuly requires a patterned conductor on an insulator. 
2) METHOD 
To electrically test dimensions we chose to utilize a wuaslaidge linewiddi tuocture (1] on a 4r mark for use on a Nikon 
step and scan DIJV system- The crosabeidge structure consists of two different sections. The first is a Greek anus 121 
which is a type of vat der Pane, sliest resistance (Re) meesuremait stiuciwe (3,4]. The second pail is a budge 
sthictutr whet is used, in conjunction with the value of sheet resistance obtained from the Greek aims, to exhvd the 
electrical linewirith [51. 
Cross-budge test ettucturea, which were originally designed to investigate metal damascene interconnect processes [61 
were used as the basis for the on mask patterns. These could be used directly for the binary patterns but some 
adaptation was required for the aItPSM potions. In the"dense ,  teat ettuctinse the electrically measured line is 
surrounded by floating lines and phase shifting regictisand is illustrated in Vtgsae I [7]. 
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L= 4OOIss 
Contact 	 Cried 	Conlact 
ti  1.1 
CcxtatJ 
• Ciwoene Blociers 	 • Phase ShIers 
Fig. 1. Section o(PSM that atsucthre Isyont. The black areas wa Use ctrmae features while the shaded areas are regso.s 
Of 10 *zsae HIM This is. thncthre with a linewidth of 15 tea and  bee to apace ritsoof 1:1. 
Thefts! structure layosa cootsie, Seat dsacbares with on made linewulba of 0.4. 03,0.6.0.7. 0.5.0.9.1 A), 1.1. 1.2 and 
1.5es. Bridge atrectisea with lies so apace ration of 1:1, 1:13. 1:2. 1:3.13 and 1:10 were designed hr seth of the 
testes sizes. There are two mis of desie lnsctaea with Iffareed snangenete of the destiny lines iraind Use Greek 
mom In the AN act the floating lines follow the shape of the am, and the" will be refeered to as "1,1e" thuclirer 
in the second sat the wsmesaued lines ran cap to the yarded cooled arms of the aess and atop decal Whey to to the 
bridge section of the strucham7bis act will be rofeered to as '1-Type" teat thudurse. Both of thea, types we shoe. in 
figure 2. 
• Chrome Bk,dcevs 	 • Phase Shiters 
PIg. 2. Layout of the L-type (Ith) andl-lWe (right) (host acne structures. 
The module layout is  14 x 10 stay of teat stivthues with rth, path which can be probed sing a standard 2 x  n 
probe card The includes two Isolated bnewulhs thuctures for each feittae size. Two mothdea were produced one with 
pith sized foe n-made probing and one where the probe part we seded so that when Use Urudarea are printed using 
4* exposure tool the peek will be the sane aim as these designed for (rn-made meaneronnel. The layout with the large 
path has been repeated three limes on the mask. olin with the phase ahlfbug demeeds removed to give binary 
deudree The version with  the  small pads for on-made testing is repeated tweedy fcest limes, in three docks of eight, 
where out set clans binary deudseer A pictene of Ike made can bests in figure 3 along with a done.tap of the 
layout for on-made probing. 
The chrome layer at the made was wriUen on a variable shaped e-beam tool. The phase-shifting layer on a last based 
optical tool. Phase etch was performed wing an IC? dds tad. The pham-delfing layer was  designed with an overlap of 
200am over the chrome features. 
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The SE4 used to mere the we was a .sodthed HM.chi S-708Q The wofars were measured on iHgi S4*40 
M Etec&wW=emmmvwAub from both asommaud mdmmmW probe Uiom were .ased uUi HP4143R HP 
ioa and Soheom mja'oeoidur. 
lbs whe sxp.s were pufeamed sj a Nfrm 5-ZOIB step and wous tool with an NA of 0.6* and partial  
coherenc, of 0.4. The is aware eoutsd is 40 of ftipky LIV2I0 revise and developed I 0.26N developer am a 




Ftp. 3. Pholopmph of the urtual phase shiffing mask with a close up view nt - the hso of oo of the te of os-wads 
Otal*ueawe, 
* RJ3UL1 
RI) Show FIc. Mr.me.t 
The Mti-Refktlive (AR) coming of chrommiummi oxide an the wads prassala a chdwge when thcS*a*y probing the 
devices (*1. Initial alimipto to set a utenhed 2 x 4 probe cisal drome*4 to probe deenitian - was undele to usae 
reliable electrical contod b.ecmsse the AR coming was too hard for the probe tips to pensale Howevis-, it was thuad 
them itmrdale probes on it usmeol probe daliea wetm , dale to pence the AR coding and contact the underlying  
chrawkw B thosild be noted that considerable force was requited to usda, contact but so saalduag o(tbe pad, was 
thmeve4 Sheet resistance meenu-euents wore wide an the &eda acm section of one of the imbued brnmy l.Spas 
itluduru. The memmeusoxta tense very noisy partly beomse the pestesititto were being measured using Source Mostour 
Units (SMUe) which did not have a high enough rmoheion for low vokipm. The repeatability was agiiifIy 
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Fis 4. Swabs olKelvir mwaseemeete wide en * chrome Oteda acm deudwe as the forest owcmt area swept Scm 
IsAto twA. 
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One interesting result was ted i*ough the repeddeility d low connote win qiale poor, a large number of 
niumw.mqate 21  . set force cwrum typically remiled II almost the same, in.mi value. Sets of 200 meomnete were 
mude over s dioti Vast of  time d five force currents ringing from LtA to leA. Thi mom vases and dinderd 
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Fig. S. Mom and a wei deviation of sheet rcsenect versus loire anvant for &Chronic (nde ause gnachnn. 
The ,uihe ththcge that although the repsetabiley of the measurement mirovw with higher force email, these high 
currents do it appeor to lead to joule besting mid a charge at resistance. As the rep.etshihly of the me went in 
shined the umie et 300sA end leA it win decided thet the lower cuzrnet should be used in my fin that sII.minK5 
an a precaitioc egmeet dean aging the etnaciare under test. The measured sheet resistance et24.l3Qxi is simikir to a 
reported value of 19.4 for chrome without in AR ceding [S]. 
The durianiont oxide AR coetmug woo thou removed by a very dint etch in am mpeoiis aolutiun of ceric wewomuwu 
nitrett and acetic oraL This menet that . test lyalein using a poshe red said aemi-edomiwir probe stun could then be 
used This syinna one, a voltmeter with a higher resolution wiude pe-ivodad more rep.gdele and precise mocwenanuete. 
Need, one complete net of eucflu-e, (see 11gm. 3) from di. binary auction said out from the plea shifted region were 
.aemiaesd using the higher resolution syalme and the semi-maIm stir probe etetica. The shed casietmice resole obtained 
hunt I.e dense! siid L-type test etnicinres have been aveinged together for each legion site said are presented is figure 
6 
- wumt 
Fi. 6. Mom valise aIRs agumet fegiare size for dome chrome (hnnk mow eteucgrea. 
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Ideally theet ,ece IR.j should be menumliw to die sue and the variation for thudu,es wib enonahast wjt of 
aim dien 0.7en is wel. For example, the clififfmce betwosu the meon sheet resistance extracted  from the phase 
thiled LIype *ndwes with . crom use wiehh o(O7em and those dint .o I en wide is -0 23C'ci oshith is has dum  
1 The narrower Nisces show emch sesse vwisu with lee. m particular the shent reojience, extracted bum the 
- shied 1.-type *votuns thou ep  isaume - dimensions rethce. Al punont the mum for Ibis it not dew 
ledk it only is the Lype structures that the phase shilág elemonts wound the csnwe aftbeGrookcromacusbe 
sets. fie 1. The flricntion of the phase ibdisri may be llctlag the geemey , of the cree, leslileg to problems 
with he awasuremmus. Figure 7 thesi, The average anymesetry , fulor FA plotted neeaiN fentwe sue FA is a fipre 
mpresisaft the difflenswe betuessi, meemwe seath an a cooes *udaue N diflivrent orususutons and to e,ed to 
calcishat n correction i6coot which is applied so the ceiselded shed resistance to coned for asymmeby, 191. 
151W "I 
03 
54 55 55 57 as Si 	I 	1 	 5 
0... don 
Fig. 7. Arauge &es& ausu neylemdly factor I F,j versus (cdvie we for 	 we ucterss. 
Provided that PA <10.14% the can ion factor nypoathes buy and does notated to be used. Ftgure 7 chews that PA 
I vegkgible for bisviy and I-type phem shifted aum structures with cross alas wider then 0.7pm. Ewa the nmru 
of ibme structures only req.ezes correction of shout 0.3% to the value o(1. The results from the 1.-Type phase shifted 
structures oonfIm  the these susidwus we not sviadiic*t and dint corsectica fe.*ors should be nyphed. The shed 
,elNwe owahe for thee. N,ues that we plotted. figure * have been catected according to the method described 
is reference ItO) and this but been effective for the utuduies wide, thus 0.7)nn. However, neysunehy cosyethen 
caused accoust for die high values of the,t resistance smcoinitcrtd is the rumsssr croaez The effect of the phase 
thifluig elements on thee. structures may hove led to m.reai crowolisig and joule bedbug is the ousow Vacka dorig 
measurement Akernntw,Iv the,. structures Slay,  no longer have the coned gemuetty to be considered as sen its, Ponw 
etnoctous and is this cow the resub should be chasgerdect 
In aeMhion to  he extraction of awen shed residence for all the loucterse with the amse nominal feature ize, an show. 
I figs.. 6, is is posalbis to Iventigote the variability cube measurements won the rengs of &ffeveas mark to space 
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Design dOl (I") 
Fig. 8. 9ld devheio of ft against fewwe size for dome cbo.e Greek anus *uctuves 
11 wesld be expected that the swietim of the oliset resistance between defferost structures; of the met vice would 
- the cross me with is .vaemed. Roferseice [11) choser that larger Greek ness thudirri we Ieai 000dtve to 
short range noei.uaihirmiy in the resistivity of the coochictuig film being measured Lge structures effectively extract 
the avne sheet resistance for the siorleL 
3.2) LMrwldtb menmwemmtr 
mud memerew.nts of the ravidsoce of • smell I.Spre wide hack wove porihewed umg the aimed probing System 
befan the dromavat oxide me reasoned and the remits we presented I table U. 
TABLE IL P.saihi of Kelvin mesmommats male an abridge licewieth d,vvhire with a force rosiest 43009A. 
Force Disdios 	Mom Residacce (Q) 	o, ((2) 
Forward 6730.22 	 2.4537 
Reverie 	 6729.34 2.2709 
Average 672978 	1 - 
The dasthesi deviations observed when making the bridge momulomelds ace proportionally soudi woofer (0.035%) 
than for the Rs mewonemcnts where a war almost 20% in some coma This is probably becmee the voltages being 
measured we much higher for the bridge structures than for the ueseea The electrical licewioth W L in calculated by 
inking the average bilge resistance Rg from table U and using it I: 
WL = 
Re 
when L5 in the length of the bridge asdios and R, is the average sheet resistance from table I. The reath of this 
calculation is that W 1.434en and the nominal value of linewithlc was 1.2)im so the electrical width is shout 4.4% 
less than this. If the individual vales of R5 from each orientation we used to calculate linewictIc figures using the 
average bridge esietaice I can be sees that the measurements which showed the best repeatability provide vduee of 
Ed) closed to the nominal hnewidih. The llewkkh resohs and the standard deviations of the stied resistances can be 
seen in table III 
There we two mom sources for variability in ECD measurements, firstly the measurement of the resistance of the 
bridge gzeW and secondly the vale of chest resistance used at the lmewidth calculation. The list can be misinised 
through the choke of measureineil current aid a I cleacfrom the results in table II, makes cc avosy anafl proportion 
of the ereesitredresisiwice. The sheet resistance variability I mess of  problem. It was shown I section 3.1 diet the 
vale of R0 extracted been the cross structures was a 8mctiosi of the fedure size and it was Ito found that the 
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repeabi1ity of the  meaweanatti unproved at the uouunal aces am wtdth was increased. For this reason it was 
decided Itiet the avane of the sheet itisetasoes exlraetrd frcsii the 1.5un aninxea should be used at the cailet,m 
of ECD. lisae values, as 2&5('o the the phase shifted thsthwes and 28.4Qlo for the binary ehuetures. 
TABLE (LI. Shest reassatsa. Mashed deviehon of 0 4t and heea'idthe for each Greek aoat meatizunata orientation- Orientat 
ion Ma.s R5 ((3(o) oRe ((2(13) W(PM) 
+0' 24.0328 4.886 1.428 
-0' 24.3091 0.462 1.445 
+90' 23.7063 4.809 1.409 
-90' 24.4804 0.429 1.455 
To asces the capability of the ulecteicel meastaiewAaft aganal a more standard methodology, the mask wan measured 
em * CD SEM It was noticed dixitap this ineatoranatat that cats must be taken to manse that structures being measured, 
eapecimly during repeated musanant, do not btild up a Gluege With at isolated feature on an insulator such at ttis 
charge up is rupd and imdout*edly influencesaccuracy- The aItPSM mask showed cceaidoabty room clanging that 
the treaty mask, proly due to the ocpoaed clurens whate the Ci0 3 ARC was removed by the phase well etth 
SM vi Ehietrical CD Co. uldien 
tmtul 
tnM L mpasl 
I 
oatJ 
QOatO 0.6000 tome 1 O 2AMM  
wacD" 
Fig. 9. Compatison of SE  CD (left) and ECD (tight) for the binary and aItFEM pettatne. 
The coirelation of decthcul to SEM measured lnewiefllai is show in figure 9. The coirelation for both Litany and 
attPSM features can be sear to be say gorel Analysis of this cosrehekier gave as R 2 fit of 0.999 for both binary and 
aI1PSM, the covariance of these were 0.112 and 0.118 respectively, indicating that the spread of the fit was anali, 
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Fig. 10. Coinpanson of SEM CD (loll) and ECD (tiglet) to drawn linewidth the the binary and sItPSM mask pattans. 
It can be seen from figure 9 that there is at offsct betweat the electrical and measured  CDs.  In this case the offset for 
the bleary patents was 63nm whereas for the altPSM it was lflSnm, a differesce of E2iun. The  reason for this 
differace is not clear an the chrome layer the both binary and altPSM were soittat no the same tool at the sane time. 
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(hte pcsmbihty is that this could be ratated to SEM iaetiulcgy If we exanume the actual CDs we can me an average 
thffmeece between binary and attPSM peflasna of Idam at ECD and 66atn as SEM nwasnma. For binary eimooawa 
the avenge CD ftnm the SEM is cousider ably wt1as dma for IDPSM seegcoting the ames to be SEM metiuktgy of 
attPSM struckutem, The multi for SEM aid LCD memmunetrands we damn in ligate 10. 
Analyas of the data by neunflid dimeeaioe is shown as figure II for both binary and altPSM pussies. Good heemity 
can be seen for all mask bmmeioai from I .iun to 0.4ulL A very good result for linearity through all duty cyulcs was 
also achieved as can be seen at figure 12. 
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Fig. 12 Comnon of SEM and Eel), grouped by duty cyde, for the hussy (lall) aid a1IPSM (right) tases. 
Some imbal wafer siopoitess were made and dimatuima aweured an  CD hEM compared to the mask hEM end LCD 
memwatnatui for the aItPSM patterns Figure 13 show, the ralaticoship. Analyst, of this deta gives a correlation of 
0.995 for both wafer to mask SEM and for wafer to mask LCD. 
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The ititial mmaxrmeigs shthcsth that iii. possible to probe test structures on dennis metarb with azth-reS.chvs 
oostiz. Howevw ills suspected that probe related problem make di zn lea repealable line whose 
P obing direly cadD chrome pads where the AR coating has bent removed. 
Menisa.nei8e made an Ureti aura structures show that the variability of the extracted sheet reautasce is rimmed by 
the arm  of  the  aces. It ii ciery that the etching of the ptnec shilling deineiSs has. strong effect on the 
geometry of the L-type anm sliuthava and this leads to large atom in the very macmw amen whim cnenot be 
removed dsvrrgh the nec or the avreclioe factor F. Haa.e on-umak test structure layouts should tine Iazge Girde 
acues. 
or 
 possibly box amen. for R5 extraction india line following the uloimian feature sac of the bridge .ecli 
In scttcm these should be isolated stiuctures as three ii no nerd to we phase stifling eteinent (wiudi can affect di 
geomery of the an..) a. relatively lesge feutmes we bang prmnssd 
An etcefleag cini-drdoo was made between neak CD SEM inmexesusm and umak ECU meennenetra for both 
binary and alIPSM pettam Differences have beret demonstrated between CD-SEM and decincal menereinads. As 
expected these is a systematic offset between the ECD and SEM insults obtained liven the binary structure Whet was 
esirerprosed was that the phase attifted hnee. whim appeared to be electrically narrower that the hinesy etiucna-m were 
on the CD-SEM system as being significantly wider. As both attane were wilutni on the mane tool at the 
seine sane and the flomine beard eer3i mad to Crete the phase well does not sigrificadly dult chrom it is thought that 
this offset probably originated in the mim CD SEM menuremad In SEM Iinewtdth messwa.nesd the threshold 
selected to define the edge of the feature has a syltalmoc effect on  the extiarted width. It is likely that the prmreioe of 
the phase well effects the SEM image so that the Useb appear significantly wider than expected. Charging of the omak 
in the SEM dinethar also affects the zncasm-einesut of hnewidth leading to poor ountrat and long testing times. A 
signdli,cast challntge renasea in estimlisling if tat reromese, can be rebut upon to give sufficient acewsey while the 
th-refiectsve ineuleticn chant urn dioxide remisin on the mask. For nmaufactwe and we in aItPSM imab though 
avenues may exist where die can be oveiwenc dunegh ju&aom use of the patter, used to form and tIme etch the 
phase well 
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A&aNat— The ability to test and dieract.rim advanced 
pboom.lm for verification and process control I. horren.-
mogI3r important and this paper builds es previous sorb 
in this sees which left • mmimbe, of imsesasem-ed qmsentioes. 
Atoemk force sad smrsnoing electron .tdrs-oseope mesa.'.- 
mmt are used to captain somali.. In previously prwn-
ted electrical teat remit.. in nddltioo,. sew tent street,.'e 
lisa been developed to esms-c an Important p.rsmeter In 
altec,..tiog aperture phase shifting m.slma the alIgemses,t 
between the chrome blocking features sod the phase shift-
ing regions etched into the qusrts sebstrat.- Simuistion 
result, 
are 
 presented which demonstrate the capability of 
the tent structure when used In s progressional offset array. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Present advances in optical lithography have been 
achieved using techniques such as optical and process cor-
rection (OPC) and phase-shifting technologies. The pho-
tomsaks using these methods are extremely expensive and 
complex to manufacture, which makes the ability to test 
and characterise the mask writing process very important. 
Typically the measurement and verification of advanced 
photomaska is achieved with optical or critical dimension 
scanning electron microscope (CD-SEM) methods that re-
quire expansive equipment. A cheaper, more repeatable 
and potentially much faster option would be to use well 
understood electrical test structures. 
Previous work lii, 121 has described the design of an 
alternating aperture phase shifting mask, which incledes a 
set of cross- bridge test structures These can be used to 
measure both the sheet resistance of the chrome blocking 
material and the electrical critical dimension (ECD) of 
the features on the mask. These results have also been 
compared with CD-SEM measurements and the following 
conclusions were drawn: 
• The chromium I. normally covered with a layer of 
chrome oxynitride which acts as an anti-reflective coat-
ing (ARC). This caused problems with electrical mesa-
urmnents which were solved by removing the layer. 
• The variability of the sheet resistance measurements 
can be improved by increasing the dimensions of the test 
structures. The worst problems were found in some of the 
phase shifted Greek crow structures where the etching of 
the phase shifters adversely affected the symmetry of the 
and, in addition, the phase shifted structures were found 
to be electrically narrower than the binary structures. 
CD-SEM results showed the opposite, with the bin-
ary Structures appearing narrower than the phase shifted 
structures with the same design width. 
Problems with charging of the sample in the CD-SEM 
led to low contrast and Icing testing times. 
The electrical measurements demonstrated much better 
repeatability than the CD-SEM. 
The purpose of this paper is to answer a number of 
questions which were raised by the previous work and also 
to describe the development of a new test structure which 
will enable the Ijrernmt of any overlay error between 
the chrome features and the phase shifting element.. 
II. Ts'r Mtsit Manuasaasrrs 
The following onuss have been raised by previous work 
on electrical test structures for phase-shifting mask char. 
acterisation Ill. 121: 
How does the etching of the phase shifting elements 
affect the geometry of the narrow Creek cross structures? 
Why do the the phase shifted lines appear to be cIsc-
trical]y narrower than the binary structures but seem 
wider when measured with the CD-SEM? 
3, Does the CD-SEM measurement technique which is 
used have an impact on the effect mentioned above? 
A. Greek Crease. 
There are two types of Greek cross included on the test 
mask, each with a different arrangement of dumny lines, 
and these are illustrated in figure 1. 
1—Type 	 [—Type 
_111"IIIl_ __ 
'1111lIhir  
• Osen., isiotiters, 	 U mses smwz  
measurement. 	 Fig. 1 Secuo= of the tent mnuce Ispout sbo.fleg the phase 
The ECD was generally less than the designed linewidtli dsftsd Greek mea lsyeot. 
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The L.type structures displayed significant asymmetry 
when electrically measured and. as dimensions reduced 
an Increase in the value of sheet resistance was observed 
This approached 20% of the value measured on the other 
types of Greek e.rcae structure of that size. These devices 
were imaged with an atomic force microscope (AFM) to 
help determine the geometry of the structures and to ex-
plain the observed effect. 
The phase shifting mask is fabricated in a two stage 
pros. I'icet of all the chrome layer is patterned to form 
the blocking features and then the phase shifting areas 
are etched Into the quarts substrate. The phase shifting 
regions overlap with the chrome features by 0.2dm and the 
ARC covering the metal is removed by the phase shifter 
etch process. A close up schematic diagram of the nsntre 
of a phase shifted, L-type Greek crow is shown in figure 2. 
Fie 2. SdiwnMk I.yoimt of the santre of so L.type, (keeicero 
stnictsr with oe width of fl.41m. 
It is understood that the process which is used to etch 
the phase shifting elements Into the quartz will also etch 
the chrome oxynitride ARC, exposing the metal under the 
overlap. This process should not affect the geometry of 
the test structures but this mask has undergone a further 
processing step to remove the ARC which was causing 
probe contact problems during electrical test. This was 
achieved with a blanket wet etch in an aqueous solution 
of cork ammonium nitrate and acetic acid. This etehant 
solution will also etch chrome and so it seems likely that 
the areas of metal exposed by the fabrication of the phase 
shifters will also be partly etched. 
A. I Measurements 
Tapping mode AFM measurements were made on a 
Greek cross structure with the layout shown in figure 2. 
A 2400 x 2400nxn scan of the centre of the cross is shown 
in figure 3. 
It is possible to extract a cross sectional profile of the 
structure by raking a single line of the raw AFM data. 
This has been done at the positions marked "Line I" and 
"Line 2" on figure 3. The data is scaled to give the correct 
range of heights and to remove artifacts such as slope. The 
results of this operation are presented in figure 4 
It is clear from this graph that the etching of the phase 
shifter elements and the removal of the ARC has had a sig- 
- _ 




Fig, 3. 2x2pm AFM .oas f s 0.4pm phase shifted Cteek ooss. 
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Fig. 4. AFM profil.w extracted trots Pigoro 3. 
nificant effect on the geometry of the metal features. The 
areas of chrome which were not protected by the ARC 
during the wet etch have been partially etched while the 
areas which were covered are less affected. The measure-
ment of sheet resistance with a Creek crae depends on 
assumptions about the geometry of the structure 4), )1, 
which state that the material should be homogeneous In 
thickness. The results shown in figure 4 indicate that this 
is not the case for these L.type Creek cross structures. 
The sheet resistance results presented in [21 showed that 
there was an error in the values of R extracted from the 
narrowest L-type crowea which could not be corrected for 
by using the method described in 16.  The asymmetrical 
etching of these structures becomes more apparent as the 
dimensions reduce because the overlap between chrome 
and phase shifted areas has a constant width. The larger 
crosses are less affected by this effect and, although the 
asymmetry is still significant, it is possible to correct for 
It and extract an accurate sheet resistance. 
A.2 Simulations 
Current flow simulations using the 3-dimensional inter-
connect simulator Raphael [71  were performed in order to 
gain insight into the effects of the asymmetric geometries 
found in these structures. A plan view of a simulated 
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Greek cross corresponding to the test structure shown in 
bruce 3 can 	seen in figure 5. 
Fg 5 Has cww f simsiatsi Gr ane Uictwe. 
The thickness of the "unetched chrome was set to 
80nm while the "etched" chrome, corresponding to the 
overlap in figure 2, is COnm thick. These values were de. 
rived from the AFM measurements presented in the pre-
vious section. The resistivity of the chrome was set to 
2301-rn in order to give a sheet resistance (-28.511/0) 
for the un-etched chrome which is similar to the results 
of electrical measurements made on the mask. 
In the simulations, a current I. forced between two ad-
jacent electrodes. A to B for example, and the voltage 
between the other two electrodes is measured. The sim-
ulation is then repeated with the current being forced at 
right angles to the first measurement, i.e. from A to D. 
The two results can be used to calculate both an estimate 
of the sheet resistance RS and a figure for the asymmetry 
of the structure FA 6. A number of simulations were 
performed using cross structures with arm widths vary-
ing from 0.4im to 1.5un. The dimensions of the thinner 
material, representing the overlap of the phase shifter in 
the real structure., are fixed with a width of 0.2rm. The 
sheet resistance result, from the simulations are presented 
in figure 6. 
31- 
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Although the result, obtained from simulated struc-
tures with the largest and smallest dimensions are similar  
to the measure,nerg result, the simulations tend to over-
estimate the sheet resistance measured for the other cross 
arm widths. This is probably due to the fact that the 
simulated structures do not include element, of the real 
structure geometry such as the sidewall slopes and corner 
rounding seen in the AFM profiles. However the simu-
lated structures do seem to model the asymmetry, caused 
by the phase shifter overlap, more successfully as can be 
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Fig 7. Asymmetry factor (FA ) Verses Creek noes mm width. 
B. Bridge Stnwgnrea 
The results of AFM ecaus of the test structures can 
also help to explain some of the effect, observed with the 
electrical linewidth measurements. Figure 8 shows AFM 
profiles of two bridge structures, one phase shifted and 
one binary. The results have been overlapped so that any 
difference in cross-section between the liner can be seen. 
I 
t lPes 
S S. P.sSsa pu. 
FIg S. APM jroflhes compsstag phees shifted and binary budge 
stracteses. 
It is clear from figure 8 that the cross sectional area of 
the phase shifted track is smaller than that of the binary 
line. This inearw that It will appear electrically narrower 
as wag observed in Ii), [2). 
Unfortunately, this mechanism cannot explain the res-
ults obtained from the CD-SEM where the phase shifted 




lines appeared to be wider than the binary features. This binary has. These results compare well with the CD- 
can be observed in a SEM Image of pert of a phase shifted SEM results presented in previous papers where the off - 
test structure such as figure 9. 	 set between binary and phase shifted line widths was 
about 80-90nm for 0.4pm features. It is possible that 
the method used to extract the CD-SEM values could 
be altered in order to improve the measurement of phase 
shifting masks. For example, the thresholds could be 
defined at a different level For the side of the chrome lea 
ture which is affected by the phase shifter. 
Fie 9. SEM iwee ri pset a( • ph... .hIft.d ten strertar. with 
O 4z .wc,iasl ht—. we. 
The intensity of the SEM signal Is dependent on the 
number of electrons scattered by the sample surface. 
Metal surfaces and the edges of features scatter more of 
the electron beam and so these appear brighter in th e  
SEM image. Figure 9 shows that the sidewall of the 
etched phase shift element gives a stronger signal than 
the edge of the chrome feature and makes the phase shif-
ted line appear wider. Figure 10 shows typical intensity 
profiles taken over the three phase shifted lines and the 
single binary he shown in 9. 
l 	 - - 
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as arbitrary sea6 sad is dwtv.d frees figer. 9. 
III. Auoness-r Tesr Smuc -nu 
As has been described above, the phase shifting ci,-
meats are fabricated by etching into the quartz (synthetic 
fused silica) substrate. The etch depth required depends 
on the wavelength of the light intended to be used with 
the mask, A, and the refractive Index of the substrate ma-
tetial. The etch depth required to give I80 phase shift I 
calculated using [81 
'2(nl) 	 (I) 
If the mask is intended for use with 248am deep ultra-
violet (DUV) illumination and n, 1. = 1.51 then the 
phase shifter depth should be -243om. The removal of 
this material will change the effective capacitance between 
two chrome lines on the mask. This effect can be used in 
a test structure to allow the measurement of the overlay 
between the chrome layouts and the phase shifters. Sim-
ulations of simple capacitive structures have been per-
formed using the two-dimensional interconnect analyse 
software Raphael [7]. The simulated structure consists 
of two or more electrode elements on a quartz substrate 
with a gap between which represents the phase shifter. 
The actual teat structure on the mask will be an inter-
digitated capacitor with hundreds of electrode fingers so 
the simulation should accurately model the lateral capa-
citance between two elements. Errors in this value will be 
introduced by fringe effects if there are too few electrodes 
and this Is indicated by the results In table I. 
TABLE I 
RerILTS OP SIMULATIONS OF CAPACITIVS 5TRUCTUR WITH 
DWPI(tazaT ?StIMCSSR OP 5LICTROO. 
Number of Capacitance between 
electrodes adjacent electrodes 
2 2.894412x10 	Fm 
3 2166128x10_F,sm_t 
4 2.12951Ix10 	Fpm- 
It was decided that the simulated structure with 4 metal 
A CD-SEM measurement Is made by setting a threshold electrodes should be used as this should give an accurate 
for the intensity and measuring the distance between two estimation of the capacitance without the use of s, complex 
pints in the intensity profile at that threshold level. U simulation. Unlike the normal alternating aperture struc-
lag the profiles in figure 9 and an arbitrary intensity level tines on the mask, them capacitive test structures will 
of 190 the apparent widths of the middle features are have phase shifting elements between each pair of fingers. 
—400am for the phase shifted tine and —310am for the In addition there will be no overlap between the metal 
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features and the phase shifters when they are correctly between Ti said T2 was extract ed. The results of the 
aligned. This insane that any misalignment will cause a simulations are presented in figure 12. 
reduction in the amount of quartz being etched between 
the electrodes. The simulation areas for three different 
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The simulation results suggest that a progressional off-
set technique (POT) 19), 1101 could be used to extract the 
degree of alignment error between the metal and the phase 
shifter elements. An array of the capacitive teat structures 
would be fabricated on the mask with different amounts of 
in built misalignment. The test structure with the lowest 
capacitance would then Indicate the actual misalignment. 
The next test mask to be fabricated will include a number 
of POT arrays consisting of nine capacitor structures with 
built in overlay errors ranging from -200nm to +200nm. 
The test structures have the same designed feature sizes 
as the simulations and contain a total of 2000 capacitor 
elements, each being 1000pm long. The simulation data 
can be used to estimate the actual capacitance of the test 
structures, assuming there is no misalignment, and this is 
shown in figure 13. 
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The four metal electrode, in the simulated structure 	If there is an actual offset between the chrome features 
are connected either to IV (TI) or ground (P2), and so and the phase shifting elements then the results will be 
there are effectively three lateral capacitances. The offset shifted away from zero and it should be possible to extract 
was varied from -240njn to +240nm and the capacitance the value of the overlay error. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FLurrHER Woitx 
AFM scans were made of phase shifted, L4ype, Greek 
crew teat Structures in an attempt to explain the me-
uke of sheet resistance measurements. The AFM results 
indicate that the reaj,v.j of the anti reflective material 
during the fabrication of the phase shifting elements led 
to the metal features being etched during a further pro-
cessing stage which removed all of the ARC. The result of 
this is that the structure is extremely asymmetrical and 
does not have the homogeneous thickness required of a 
van der Paws structure. This effect depends on the over-
lap between the chrome and the phase shifters and, as 
the width of this was constant on the original test mask, 
the errors introduced increase as the dinwiwions are re-
duced. Simulations of these structures did not provide 
accurate modelling of the sheet resistance measurements 
across the whole range of features sizes. However, they did 
confirm that the geometry of the narrow, L-type phase 
shifted structures causes measurement errors which can-
not be corrected for using the normal asymmetry correc-
tion methods as was observed in previous papers. 
AFM measurements of narrow bridge CD structures 
have also shown that the effect of etching the ARC has 
reduced the cross sectional area of the phase shifted struc-
tures leading to an error in electrical linewidt.h measure-
inenta. The phase shifted structures appear electrically 
narrower than the binary structures of the same nominal 
feature size because of this effect. Similar insight into 
the CD-SEM results was obtained from examining SEM 
images of binary and phase shifted structures. The ef 
fact of the phase shifter element is to make the chrome 
lines appear wider than the binary features of the same 
size. The next test mask will not require the removal of 
the ARC in order to perform the electrical measurements. 
This should reduce the effects of charging during CD-SEM 
measurement and allow further analysis of this problem. 
A new electrical test Structure based on an inter-
digitated capacitor has been developed which should allow 
the extraction of the misalignment between the chrome 
features and the phase shifted regions. Simulations of the 
structure have shown that it is suited for use in a POT 
array which allows the extraction of overlay error without 
the need for calibration of the capacitance measurement. 
A set of nine test structures with built in misalignments 
have been included in the layout for the next test mask. 
These will be measured when available in order to confirm 
the simulation results. 
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